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Abstract 

This paper presents the findings of a Miao dialect survey conducted in Honghe prefecture from May 

to July 2009. This survey was carried out as a cooperative project by SIL East Asia Group and the 

Honghe Hani-Yi Autonomous Prefecture Ethnic Research Institute. Honghe prefecture is home to 

around 274,000 Miao speakers, belonging to at least eleven different sub-branches. Each sub-

branch speaks its own distinctive dialect. Although the Miao dialects display high functional 

intelligibility among each other, there are significant differences both in pronunciation and lexicon 

which have not previously been researched. This paper describes and categorises these differences, 

concluding that the eleven dialects examined can be grouped into four broad dialect clusters, each 

sharing common phonological and lexical characteristics. 

1. Introduction 

On 6 May 2009, SIL East Asia Group and the Honghe Hani-Yi Autonomous Prefecture Ethnic Research 

Institute (红河哈尼族彝族自治州民族研究所) signed a contract for a joint research project investigating the 

speech varieties of Miao found within Honghe prefecture. These speech varieties have been almost entirely 

undocumented up till now. Our current research partially addresses this lack of linguistic description.1 

The primary purpose of our research was to document and describe the various known 

dialects of Western Miao2 within Honghe, viz. Hmong Lens,3 Hmong Dleub, Hmong Dlob, Hmong Bes, 

Hmong Soud, Hmong Ndrous, Hmong Shib, Hmong Nzhuab, Hmong Buak, Hmong Dlex Nchab and 

Hmong Sat. The foci of our research were the lexicon and sound systems of these dialects. We also 

tested their levels of intelligibility with two current standard varieties of Western Miao, one from 

within China (the Dananshan variety as spoken in Bijie, Guizhou province) and one from abroad 

(Green Hmong as spoken in Northern Thailand). 

                                              
1 This paper includes data from Wenshan prefecture, and we would like to thank the Wenshan 

Zhuang-Miao Autonomous Prefecture Ethnic Minority Affairs Commission for its help in collecting this 

data. We are indebted to Xiong Lanping (熊兰平) for her invaluable assistance in Miao transcription and 

archiving. We are also grateful to Diana Cohen for her ongoing advice and encouragement and to Zhang 

Yuanqi (张元奇), an experienced teacher of Hmong writing and language in Wenshan, for his insights into 

semantic differences in Western Miao dialects. Xiong Yuyou (熊玉有), of the Yunnan Provincial Minorities 

Language Commission, and Cathryn Yang also provided valuable comments on the paper. 
2 See section 2.2 for an explanation of the term “Western Miao”. 
3 In this paper, words in Miao orthography are italicised. We use the standard orthography for the 

Chuan-Qian-Dian dialect of Miao in China. It is used for the publication of Miao dictionaries, textbooks 

and other works within China. This orthography differs significantly from the Romanised Popular 

Alphabet (RPA) that is used outside of China. Key differences include a different set of word-final 

consonants to represent tone categories, a final -n or -ng to represent nasalisation (instead of the repeated 

vowels such as -oo used in RPA) and the use of Chinese pinyin graphemes j-, q-, x- for [tɕ], [tɕʰ], [ɕ] 

(instead of RPA’s c-, ch-, xy-) and z-, c-, s- for [ts], [tsʰ], [s] (instead of RPA’s tx-, txh- , x-). 
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From May to July 2009, one Honghe Ethnic Research Institute researcher and two SIL 

researchers collected language data from ten Miao villages in Honghe. This report presents the 

initial findings from both the data collected in Honghe and some additional data collected by the 

authors in neighbouring Wenshan prefecture.4 

Our research shows that there is considerable linguistic variation between the dialects 

spoken by the various branches of Miao in Honghe. We found that these dialects can broadly be 

grouped into four dialect clusters based on lexical similarity and common phonological innovations: 

(1) Hmong Ndrous, Soud, Bes, Buak and Dlob; (2) Hmong Dleub; (3) Hmong Shib, Nzhuab, Lens and 

Dlex Nchab; (4) Hmong Sat. Furthermore, Hmong Sat bears a strong resemblance to Hmong Shuat 

found in Guangnan and Funing counties, Wenshan prefecture, although it also exhibits significant 

differences both in lexicon and in phonology. 

We also found that there are various degrees of borrowing from Chinese among the Miao 

dialects of Honghe. Borrowings from Chinese have occurred in all Miao dialects throughout the 

history of the Miao and some borrowings are clearly older than others. However, some dialects 

exhibit significantly less borrowing than other dialects. Hmong Sat and Hmong Shuat appear to 

retain more ancient Miao words than the other dialects. 

2. Background 

2.1 The Miao people 

According to 2000 census data, the Miao nationality has a total population of around 8.94 million 

within China (National Bureau of Statistics 2003:544), living mainly in Guizhou, Hunan, Yunnan, 

Chongqing, Guangxi, Hubei and Sichuan provinces. In addition, there are approximately 1.58 

million Miao living in Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, the USA, France and a few other countries 

worldwide (Lemoine 2005:6–7). This yields a total of over 10.5 million in the whole world. 

Honghe prefecture is situated in the south-east of Yunnan province, on the border with 

Vietnam, and is home to the Hani, Yi, Miao, Yao, Dai, Zhuang, Lahu, Hui and Bulang ethnic 

minorities. The Miao of Honghe number around 274,000 (National Bureau of Statistics 2003). 

There are at least eleven different branches of Miao in Honghe, all which have an autonym of the 

form ‘Hmong5 + modifier’. The modifier can refer to the location where the particular ethnic sub-

group originated, to a geographical feature, to a clothing style or to a common ancestor. Each 

group has its own style of traditional dress, usually worn only by the women. This paper examines 

                                              
4 The data in Wenshan was collected as part of a joint research project between SIL International and 

the Wenshan Zhuang Miao Autonomous Prefecture Ethnic Minority Affairs Commission, the findings of 

which are published in Castro and Gu (2010). 
5 Of the many ethnolinguistic groups classified as “Miao” in China, only those who speak varieties of 

Core Farwestern Hmong call themselves “Hmong”; thus, “Miao” is a more widely-embracing term than 

“Hmong”. Technically speaking, “Hmong” should be written Hmongb (or ‘Hmoob’ in RPA), the final -b 

indicating tone. In this paper we use the conventional Western spelling “Hmong”. 
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the linguistic features of all eleven of these groups6 and also looks at Hmong Shuat in Wenshan 

prefecture. The varieties of Western Miao considered in this paper are listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Varieties of Honghe Miao considered in this paper 

Ethnic group 

autonym 

Local Chinese exonyms 

(English) 

Autonym in 

IPA 

Other exonyms 

and autonyms 

used in some areas 

Location in Honghe 

prefecture (county) 

Hmong Dleub 
Bai Miao 白苗 
(White Miao) 

m̥oŋ⁵⁵ ʔdəʉ⁵⁵ 
Hmong Hangd 

Rongd, Hmong 

Got Rongd 

Kaiyuan, Mengzi, 
Pingbian, Gejiu, Hekou, 
Jinping, Yuanyang 

Hmong Ndrous 
Hua Miao 花苗 
(Flowery Miao) 

m̥oŋm͡⁵³ 
ɳʈəʉ̤̤³³ 

Hmong Soud Mile, Luxi, Jianshui 

Hmong Soud 
Hua Miao 花苗 
(Flowery Miao) 

m̥oŋm͡³² 
sou⁴⁵ 

Hmong Ndrous Kaiyuan 

Hmong Bes 
Hua Miao 花苗 
(Flowery Miao) 

m̥oŋ³³ pe³̤³  
Mengzi, Pingbian, 
Hekou 

Hmong Dlob 
Hei Miao 黑苗 
(Black Miao) 

m̥oŋ²² ʔlo²² Hmong Buak Jinping, Yuanyang 

Hmong Buak 

Hei Miao 黑苗 (Black 
Miao), Hua Miao 花苗 
(Flowery Miao) 

m̥oŋ³² puɑ³³  Hekou, Pingbian 

Hmong Dlex 

Nchab 

Qingshui Miao 清水苗 
(Clear Water Miao) 

m̥oŋ⁵⁴ tɬei⁴² 
ɳtʂʰa⁵⁴ 

Hmong Naf 

Blongx 
Jinping 

Hmong Lensa 

Hua Miao 花苗 (Flowery 
Miao), Hongtou Miao 红头苗 (Red Headed Miao) 

moŋ⁵⁴ leŋ̤³³ Hmong Lab Hout Jinping 

Hmong Shib 
Qing Miao 青苗 
(Green Miao) 

moŋ⁵⁴ ʂʅ⁵⁴ Hmong Lens 
Mengzi, Pingbian, 
Hekou 

Hmong Nzhuab 

Lü Miao 绿苗 (Green 
Miao), Hua Miao 花苗  
(Flowery Miao) 

m̥oŋ⁵⁴ ɳtʂua⁵⁴  Hekou, Pingbian 

Hmong Satb Han Miao 汉苗 
(Sinicised Miao) 

m̥oŋ⁵⁵ ʂa²⁴  Gejiu, Yuanyang, 
Jinping, Mengzi, 
Pingbian 

Hmong Shuat Pian Miao 偏苗 (Lopsided 
Miao), Han Miao 汉苗 
(Sinicised Miao) 

m̥oŋ⁵⁵ ʂa⁴⁴   Guangnan, Funing 
(Wenshan prefecture) 

a For this branch of Western Miao, the authors use the more common spelling Hmong Lens. 

Technically, though, the correct spelling for this branch is Hmong Lenl. We know this because Hmong 

Dleub refer to this group as Hmong Lenk. In Dleub, the -l tone has merged with the -k tone, and in Lens 

the -l tone has merged with the -s tone (see section 5.1.1); thus, the original pronunciation must have 

been Lenl (Zhang, personal communication, 7 June 2010). 

                                              
6 It is possible that further Miao sub-branches exist in small numbers in Honghe, but the authors did 

not come across them in the course of their research. 
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b In this paper, we refer to the Sinicised Miao of Honghe prefecture as Hmong Sat and the Sinicised 

Miao of Wenshan prefecture as Hmong Shuat, following spelling conventions prevalent in their 

respective prefectures (Wang 2008:6–7). Spelt strictly according to pronunciation, however, both 

groups would be rendered Hmong Shat (cf. Li 1995). Many (especially younger) speakers of both 

these dialects have lost the retroflex articulation on the initial fricative; thus, the pronunciation is 

Hmong Sat (cf. section 5.1.2.3). According to the historical root of the autonym, though, both groups 

should be spelt Hmong Shuad (literally meaning “Han Miao” or “Sinicised Miao”), the -d tone 

becoming a -t tone following a -b tone owing to regular tone sandhi (Shuad becoming Shuat, see 

Johnson 1998:14). 

At this point we should emphasise the fact that neither Hmong autonyms nor Chinese 

exonyms are a consistent indicator of specific, homogenous ethno-linguistic groups. Our research 

clearly shows that dialectal features of groups who share the same autonym are not necessarily 

identical. For example, Hmong Nzhuab spoken in Hekou county is significantly different from 

Hmong Nzhuab spoken in Thailand. The Hmong Nzhuab spoken in Thailand, however, is 

phonemically identical to Hmong Lens spoken in Jinping county and Hmong Shib spoken in 

Wenshan and Xichou counties (Wenshan prefecture). Therefore one should not assume that two 

branches of Miao sharing the same autonym in fact belong to the same ethno-linguistic group.7 

2.2 Classification of Honghe Miao 

Linguists within China divide the Miao language into three broad “dialects”, or language groups:  

Chuan-Qian-Dian, Qiandong and Xiangxi. Chuan-Qian-Dian8 Miao is spoken in western Guizhou, 

Yunnan, southern Sichuan and western Guangxi provinces; Qiandong Miao is spoken in eastern 

Guizhou province; and Xiangxi Miao is spoken in western Hunan province (Wang 1983:3). 

Luo and Yang (2004:4) classify the Hmong dialects of Honghe as part of the first 

“vernacular”9 of the Chuan-Qian-Dian sub-dialect of the Chuan-Qian-Dian dialect of Miao. The 

variety of the first vernacular of the Chuan-Qian-Dian sub-dialect of Miao which has been chosen 

as a basis for the standard Western Miao orthography in China is located in Dananshan, Yanzikou 

township, Bijie municipality, Guizhou province 贵州省毕节市燕子口镇大南山. We shall refer to this 

particular variety hereafter as “Standard Western Miao” or “SWM” in the tables and figures.  

The Hmong dialects spoken in Honghe are all closely related to Standard Western Miao. 

However, Hmong Sat, spoken in Gejiu city, is significantly different from the other varieties of Miao 

                                              
7 Both Johnson (1998:2) and Xiong Yuyou (personal communication, 26 December 2010) concur with 

this point. 
8 Chuan 川 refers to Sichuan province 四川省, Qian 黔 refers to Guizhou province 贵州省 and Dian 滇 

refers to Yunnan province 云南省; thus, “Chuan-Qian-Dian dialect” literally refers to the Miao dialect 

spoken in these three provinces. 
9 “Vernacular” is a translation of the Chinese term “tǔyǔ 土语” which, in this case, is used to mean 

“sub-sub-dialect”. 
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Northern Hua Miao 

Southern Hua Miao 

Black Hmong 

Chuan Miao 

Standard Western  

    Miao 

Dlob 

Buak 

Dlex Nchab 

Shib 

Lens 

Nzhuab 

Hua Miao White Hmong Sinicised Hmong 

Core Farwestern Hmongic 

Sat 

Shuat 

Dleub 

in Honghe, and is closer to Hmong Shuat spoken in Guangnan and Funing counties, Wenshan 

prefecture. Both of these varieties are also known as “Sinicised Miao” because their autonyms 

derive from the word shuad, meaning “Han Chinese” or “Sinicised”. Li Yunbing, in his brief 

phonological study of Hmong Shuat in Funing county, suggests that this variety is not part of the 

first vernacular – rather, it falls into a sub-group of its own which he calls the “fourth vernacular”. 

He suggests that it is closer to the third vernacular than to the first and second vernaculars (Li 

1995:47). In this paper, we use the term “Western Miao” to refer to all Miao dialects spoken in 

Honghe and Wenshan prefectures which belong to Chuan-Qian-Dian sub-dialect, including both the 

first vernacular of the Chuan-Qian-Dian sub-dialect and Sinicised Miao. 

Up till now, Johnson (1998) is the only scholar to have attempted a classification of the 

sub-branches of Western Miao spoken in south-eastern Yunnan province, a summary of which is 

given in Figure 1. This classification is based primarily upon phonological similarity. Johnson 

refers to all Miao dialects of south-eastern Yunnan as “Core Farwestern Hmongic”10 and uses the 

term “Hua Miao 花苗 (Flowery Miao)” to refer to all Western Miao dialects excluding Sinicised 

Hmong and White Hmong, because many of these groups are known as “Flowery Miao” by local 

Chinese. Within Hua Miao, Johnson groups those dialects with the most similar pronunciation to 

Standard Western Miao together under the umbrella term “Chuan Miao”, because these groups 

probably have their origins in southern Sichuan. Johnson does not include Hmong Bes, Soud and 

Ndrous in his classification because he lacked data for these dialects. 

Figure 1 Johnson’s classification of Western Miao dialects (adapted from Johnson 1998:5, 22). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
10 He also includes “Horned Miao”, a variety spoken in Guizhou province and north-eastern Yunnan, 

under Core Farwestern Hmongic. 
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Northern Hua Miao Southern Hua Miao 

Farwestern Miao Sinicised Miao 

 Standard Western Miao 

 Bes 

 Soud 

 Ndrous  

 
 

 Dlob 

 Buak 

Shib 

Lens 

Nzhuab 

Dlex Nchab 

White Miao 

Dleub 

Sat 

Shuat 

Western Miao 

Black Miao 

In this paper we propose a re-classification of Western Miao dialects spoken in south-

eastern Yunnan, illustrated in Figure 2. We call it a “re-classification” because it is not radically 

different from that proposed by Johnson; it should be viewed as a revision of his suggested 

classification, supported by a wider corpus of data. Our proposed dialect groupings are based upon 

shared phonological features, similarities in phonetic tone realisations and common lexical items. 

In our proposed grouping, White Miao (or White Hmong), Southern Hua Miao and 

Northern Hua Miao all group together at the same level and are all varieties of what we call 

“Farwestern Miao” (equivalent to the first vernacular of Chuan-Qian-Dian sub-dialect). We propose 

that Sinicised Miao constitutes a separate branch of Western Miao (in agreement with Li Yunbing 

1995). Furthermore, we propose that Black Miao (or Black Hmong) is a sub-group of Northern Hua 

Miao, due to shared phonemic developments (see also Castro and Gu 2010:23–24). 

Figure 2 Proposed re-classification of Western Miao dialects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Sketch of Western Miao phonology 

In all varieties of Western Miao, syllable structure is the same: onset + rhyme + tone. The onset 

comprises either a single consonant (which could be prenasalised) or a consonant cluster. The 

rhyme comprises a single vowel, a diphthong or a nasalised vowel, sometimes realised with a final 

nasal closure (Heimbach 1980:xiii). Finally, the rhyme takes on one of from seven to ten 

(depending on the dialect) lexical tones. Thus the syllable structure could be described thus:  

C(C)V(V)(N), where tone is a suprasegmental feature that is expressed on the rhyme. 
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A table of possible onsets in previously described Western Miao dialects is given in Table 

2. We transcribe them using both IPA and the Standard Western Miao orthography. The exact 

pronunciation of some of these onsets varies significantly between different dialects, and there are 

also some phonemic differences between the varieties. We discuss these differences in detail in 

section 5 of this paper.  

Table 2. Onsets in Western Miao 

IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM 

p b t d     ʈ dr k g q gh 

pʰ p tʰ t     ʈʰ tr kʰ k qʰ kh 

ᵐp nb ⁿt nd     ɳʈ ndr ᵑk ng ɴq ngh 

ᵐpʰ np ⁿtʰ nt     ɳʈʰ ntr ᵑkʰ nk ɴqʰ nkh 

m m n n ȵ ny     ŋ ngg   

m̥ hm n ̥ hn ȵ̥ hny         

f f s s ɕ x ɬ hl ʂ sh   h h 

v v   ʑ y l l ʐ r   w w 

pl bl ts z tɕ j tɬ dl tʂ zh     

pʰl pl tsʰ c tɕʰ q tɬʰ tl tʂʰ ch     

ᵐpl nbl ⁿts nz ȵtɕ nj ⁿtɬ ndl ɳtʂ nzh     

ᵐpʰl npl ⁿtsʰ nc ȵtɕʰ nq ⁿtɬʰ ntl ɳtʂʰ nch     

ml -             

m̥l ̥ -           ʔ - 

Possible Western Miao rhymes are listed in Table 3. Alternative pronunciations (among 

different speakers or dialects) of the same phonemic rhymes are separated by a tilde “~” symbol. 

The only possible syllable final consonant is a velar nasal (in some cases jointly articulated with a 

bilabial nasal). Note that we only include rhymes which occur in “pure” Miao words. We do not 

include rhymes that occur exclusively in recent Chinese loan words. The [ɿ]̃ rhyme is extremely 

rare, only occurring in the word hẃŋ ‘terribly, awfully’ (Lyman 1979:9); thus, it is not included in 

the Standard Western Miao orthography. As with onsets, not all Western Miao dialects exhibit an 

identical set of rhymes. 
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Table 3. Rhymes in Western Miao 

IPA SWM IPA SWM IPA SWM 

i ~ ɿ ~ ʅa i   ʉ ~ ɯ u 

  ɨ ̺ ̃~ ɿ ̃~ ʉ̃ŋ  -   

e ~ ei e   u ~ o ~ ɔ o 

eŋ ~ ẽ en   oŋm͡ ~ oŋ ~ õ ong 

  a ~ ɑ a   

  aŋ ~ ã ang   

ai ai   ou ~ ɔu ou 

aɯ ~ əɯ ~ əʉ eu     

au ~ ɑu ao   uɑ ~ yɑ ua 
a In this paper we represent the unrounded apical vowel [ɨ]̺ and the unrounded rhotacised (retroflex) 

apical vowel [ɨ˞]̺ with the symbols [ɿ] and [ʅ] respectively, following the convention of linguists in 

China. 

Wang (1983), Xian (2000) and Luo and Yang (2004) identify eight lexical tones for 

Standard Western Miao, distinguished by initial pitch, final pitch and contour. Breathiness is also a 

crucial feature of tone in many Western Miao varieties, because two different tone categories 

sometimes have an identical pitch contour and are then distinguished from each other by the 

presence or absence of breathiness.11 These eight tones are often denoted by the numbers 1 through 

8, and are represented in the SWM orthography by word-final “tone letters”.12 A list of the eight 

tones, with examples from Standard Western Miao as described by Luo and Yang (2004), is given in 

Table 4. The specific number of lexical tones in different varieties of Hmong varies somewhat due 

to tone splits and mergers. The pitch, contour and voice quality of the lexical tones also vary from 

dialect to dialect. 

                                              
11 In Western Miao dialects, tones 4 and 6 are typically articulated with breathy voice (Xiong and 

Cohen 2005:12). Furthermore, creakiness or glottal constriction is often identified as a feature of tone 8. 

See, for example, Heimbach (1980:xiv, xxiii), Ratliff (1992:12) and Xiong and Cohen (2005:12). In our 

data we have not marked creaky voice because its presence or absence often varies between speakers of 

the same dialect and it is never critical in distinguishing between tone categories in Honghe Miao. 
12 The tone numbers 1 through 8 are directly related to the Proto-Miao tone system. See section 6.3 

(Chinese loanwords) and appendix C for a more detailed explanation. Throughout this paper we mark 

phonetic values using Chao’s (1930) pitch scale of 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the highest pitch and 1 

indicating the lowest pitch. 
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Table 4. Tones in Standard Western Miao 

Tone number Tone letter 
Example 

English SWM SWM (IPA) 

1 -b ‘skirt’ dab [ta⁴³] 

2 -x ‘flat’ dax [ta³¹] 

3 -d ‘borrow’ ghed [qei⁵⁵] 

4 -l ‘short (stature)’ ghel [qei¹¹] 

5 -t ‘sleep’ but [pʉ⁴⁴] 

6 -s ‘shoulder’ bus [pʉ²⁴] 

7 -k ‘comb’ nzhik [ɳtʂʅ³³] 

8 -f ‘spicy’ nzhif [ɳtʂʅ¹³] a 
a Rather like the third tone in Mandarin, tone 8 in Miao is often pronounced as a falling-rising tone 

(213), becoming just falling (21) in free speech. 

3. Previous research 

A number of Chinese and Western linguists have researched Western Miao in recent decades. 

Chinese research has concentrated on Western Miao spoken in Guizhou province, while Western 

research has concentrated on Western Miao languages spoken abroad, in particular White Hmong 

(almost identical to Hmong Dleub spoken in Honghe) and Green (or “Blue”) Hmong (similar to 

Hmong Shib and Lens spoken in Honghe). A small amount of research has also been conducted on 

the Western Miao varieties of southeastern Yunnan. Here, we highlight the most significant works. 

Wang Fushi (王辅世) was one of the leading experts in Miao-Yao languages in the second 

half of the last century. In 1983 he published Miaoyu Jianzhi [A Sketch of the Miao Language] 《苗语简志》,13 describing the phonology, vocabulary and grammar of Miao’s three major dialects. In 

1994 he became the first Chinese scholar to publish a reconstruction of Proto-Miao in his 

Reconstruction of Proto-Miao Language.14 Wang Fushi and Mao Zongwu (毛宗武) followed this up 

with a full reconstruction of Proto-Miao-Yao in 1995.15 In all of these works, Wang only includes 

data from one variety of Western Miao, viz. the Standard Western Miao of Guizhou. 

A more up-to-date description of Western Miao, including a comparison of Chinese and 

overseas Miao orthographies, was written by Luo Xinggui (罗兴贵) and Yang Yadong (杨亚东) in 

2004, entitled Xiandai Miaoyu (Chuanqiandian Fangyan) Gailun [A Sketch of the Modern Miao 

Language (Chuan-Qian-Dian Dialect)].16 Xian Songkui (鲜松奎) has carried out research into 

numerous varieties of Miao and has made some progress in the classification of Western Miao 

                                              
13 Published by Nationalities Press (民族出版社), Beijing. 
14 Published by the Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa (ILCAA), 

Tokyo. 
15 Published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press (中国社会科学出版社), Beijing. 
16 Published by Guizhou Nationalities Press (贵州民族出版社), Guiyang. 
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vernaculars in Guizhou.17 He also published the most comprehensive current dictionary of Western 

Miao, again based upon Standard Western Miao, in 2000.18 Further research into Western Miao, 

again mainly concentrating on Guizhou varieties, has been carried out by such respected linguists 

as Li Yunbing (李云兵), Li Jinping (李锦平), Chen Qiguang (陈其光) and Chang Kun (张琨).19 

Western scholarship has focussed on overseas Hmong varieties. The first Hmong-English 

dictionary was compiled by Ernest Heimbach and published first in 1969, entitled White Meo – 

English Dictionary, and then again in 1980, entitled White Hmong-English Dictionary.20 Thomas 

Lyman published a dictionary of Mong Njua in 1974.21 Other key works include Lyman’s Grammar 

of Mong Njua (Green Miao),22 Martha Ratliff’s study of White Hmong tone Meaningful Tone: A Study 

of Tonal Morphology in Compounds, Form Classes, and Expressive Phrases in White Hmong23 and 

Barbara Niederer’s compendium of Miao dialect data Les langues Hmong-Mjen (Miao-Yao): 

Phonologie historique.24 Further work on Hmong phonology has been carried out by David 

Mortensen25 and Marlys Macken.26 The first attempt at a reconstruction of Proto-Miao-Yao was 

made by Herbert Purnell in his 1970 PhD thesis Toward a Reconstruction of Proto-Miao-Yao.27 Most 

recently, Martha Ratliff published a new reconstruction of Proto-Hmong-Mien in 2010.28 

There has been very little research on the Western Miao varieties of south-eastern Yunnan 

province. Wang Wanrong (王万荣, 2008:170–173) describes some key phonological differences 

                                              
17 For example, see Guizhou Jingnei Miaoyu Fangyan Tuyu zai Renshi [A Re-Examination of the Miao 

Dialects within Guizhou’s Borders], in Linguistics Research (语言研究) 1996(2):150–164, and Miaoyu Xibu 

Fangyan Cifangyan ji Tuyu de Huafen [Demarcating Subdialects and Vernaculars within the Western Miao 

Dialect] in Yunnan Minority Languages (云南民族语文) 1997(1):54–56 and 1997(2):26–31. 
18 Published by Sichuan Nationalities Press (四川民族出版社), Chengdu. 
19 For example, see Li Jinping (2002) Miaozu Yuyan yu Wenhua [Miao Language and Culture] published 

by Guizhou Nationalities Press (贵州民族出版社), Li Yunbing (1999) Miaoyu Fangyan Huafen: Yiliu Wenti 

Yanjiu [Miao Dialect Classification: Research into Remaining Questions] published by Central University of 

Nationalities Press (中央民族大学出版社), Beijing, Chen Qiguang (2000) Miaoyaoyu Cihui Fazhan de yi 

zhong Fangshi [One method of development of Miao-Yao lexicon] in Nationalities Languages (民族语文) 

2000(3):67–75, and Chang, Kun (1999) Miao-Yaoyu zhong de Zaoqi Hanyu Jiezi [Early Chinese Loan Words 

in Miao-Yao Language] in Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academica Sinica (国立中央研究院历史语言研究所刊) 70(1):283–288. 
20 Published by Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
21 Dictionary of Mong Njua: A Miao (Meo) language of Southeast Asia, published by Mouton, The Hague. 
22 Published by the author in 1979. 
23 Published by Northern Illinois University Center for Southeast Asian Studies in 1992. 
24 Published by Lincom Europa, München in 1998. 
25 For example, Preliminaries to Mong Leng (Hmong Njua) Phonology, published by the author in 2004. 
26 For example, Hmong Complex Initials, presented at Tenth Annual Meeting of the South East Asian 

Linguistics Society in 2002. 
27 Cornell University. 
28 Ratliff, Martha. 2010. Hmong–Mien-language history. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics. 
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between the various Miao dialects of Wenshan and Li Yunbing (1995) wrote a basic phonology of 

one variety of Hmong Shuat from Wenshan. Xiong Yuyou (熊玉有) and Diana Cohen co-authored a 

textbook on Miao language, based on Hmong Nzhuab spoken in Hekou county, Honghe prefecture, 

in 2005.29 By far the greatest contribution to Western Miao dialect research was made by Michael 

Johnson. In his paper, ‘Farwestern Hmongic’ (1998), he describes phonemic and phonetic features 

of numerous varieties of Western Miao spoken throughout south-west China, including many 

varieties spoken in Wenshan and Honghe prefectures. He also started work on a reconstruction of 

Proto-Far-Western Hmongic and published some initial findings (Johnson 2002). Johnson’s 

published materials, however, lack specific examples, and most of his data have never been 

published. The current study aims to at least partially address this lack of linguistic description of 

Miao dialects in southeastern Yunnan. 

4. Methodology 

In gathering the data for this paper, the authors visited eleven villages in Honghe prefecture, 

covering eight branches of Miao. Details for each data point are given in Table 5. In this paper, we 

mainly present data from only one representative location for each branch of Miao. These locations 

are marked by an asterisk. 

 

Table 5. Data points in Honghe for word list collection 

Data 

point # 

Branch of 

Hmong 
Location within Honghe prefecture 

01* Sat* Kafang township, Gejiu city个旧市卡房镇路赶藤村委会路赶藤老寨 

02* Dleub* Kafang township, Gejiu city 个旧市卡房镇斗姆阁村委会七姊妹山 

03 Dleub Mengqiao township, Jinping county金平县猛桥乡猛坪村委会瓦窑 

04* Ndrous* Xinshao township, Mile county 弥勒县新哨镇朗才村委会大红塘 

05* Soud* Yangjie township, Kaiyuan city开远市羊街乡卧龙谷村委会牛塘子 

06* Bes* Qilubai township, Mengzi county蒙自县期路白苗族乡莫别村委会菲扎 

07 Bes Xinxian township, Pingbian county 屏边县新现乡永胜村委会岩羊冲 

08* Dlob* Yingpan township, Jinping county 金平县营盘乡罗锅塘村委会罗锅塘一村 

09 Dlob Jinhe township, Jinping county 金平县金河镇亚拉寨村大田 

10* Lens* Tongchang township, Jinping county 金平县铜厂乡董棕河村委会董棕河 

11* Dlex Nchab* Tongchang township, Jinping county金平县铜厂乡铜厂村委会新水寨 

When distinguishing between Dleub or Dlob spoken in both of their respective locations, 

we refer to Dleub in data point #02 as Dleub A, Dleub in #03 as Dleub B, Dlob in #08 as Dlob A and 

                                              
29 Student’s Practical Miao-Chinese-English Handbook, published by Yunnan Nationalities Press, 

Kunming. 
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Dlob in #09 as Dlob B. Speakers of Dleub B are known by other Miao people in Jinping county as 

Hmong Hangd Rongd, “Forest Hmong”, because they live in the forests.30 

We did not collect data in Honghe for Hmong Shib, Nzhuab and Buak due to time restraints 

and because we had already collected data for each of these dialects in neighbouring Wenshan 

prefecture. The data for these three dialects which are presented in this paper were collected in the 

locations given in Table 6. Our data indicates that Hmong Nzhuab spoken in Maguan county is 

phonemically identical to the Hmong Nzhuab of Hekou county, Honghe prefecture, described by 

Xiong and Cohen (2005). In this paper we also include some Hmong Shuat data from Wenshan 

prefecture. Hmong Shuat is a type of Sinicised Miao spoken in Guangnan and Funing counties. The 

location of this data point is also given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Data points in Wenshan 

Data 

point # 

Branch of 

Hmong 
Location within Wenshan prefecture 

12 Buak Gulinqing, Maguan county马关县古林箐乡普园村委会坡岗一寨 

13 Shib Xingjie, Xichou county西畴县西畴县兴街镇老街村委会老黑箐 

14 Nzhuab Jiahanqing, Maguan county马关县夹寒箐镇达布斯村委会达布斯 

15 Shuat Muling, Muyang, Funing county富宁县木央镇木令村委会转宝 

The locations of all of the data points, along with the names of counties mentioned in this 

paper, are shown in Figure 3. In most locations, we collected a 447-item word list. The word list 

included words from the Swadesh 100- and 200-word lists (Swadesh 1952), as well as the 300 

words used by Michael Johnson (1998) for his research. Additional glosses were specifically chosen 

to elicit all of the onsets and rhymes that previous research indicated might occur. The word lists 

were transcribed using IPA and recorded in an uncompressed, digital format. Most of the word lists 

were collected from speakers between forty and sixty years of age who were selected on the basis 

of clarity of speech and “standardness” of language.31 At each data point, the first twenty-four 

words elicited provided an overview of the tonal system – three words for each of the eight tone 

categories in Standard Western Miao. Words in the rest of the word list were then regularly 

compared with these 24 words to ensure that the tones were transcribed accurately. 

                                              
30 The women usually wear trousers, although they keep white skirts, typical of other Hmong Dleub, 

for burial. 
31 We always asked local bystanders which speaker they felt spoke in a way that was most 

characteristic of their particular variety of Miao. 
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Figure 3 Location of data points in south-eastern Yunnan. 

 

In data points #03 (Dleub B), #09 (Dlob B) and #11 (Dlex Nchab), we collected a reduced 

word list of 180 items due to time constraints. These 180 words were primarily chosen in order to 

elicit as many different onsets and rhymes as possible. 

In each location we also tested intelligibility between different Miao dialects by means of 

Recorded Text Tests (RTTs). Descriptions of different methods of RTT testing procedures can be 

found in Casad (1974), Allen (2004) and Castro et al. (2010). We used a technique whereby a 

recorded narrative from dialect A is played to individual speakers from dialect B one sentence at a 

time. The speakers retell each sentence after hearing it and the content of their retelling is scored 

according to predetermined criteria. We focussed on testing the comprehension of two stories, one 

recorded by a Standard Western Miao speaker from Dananshan, Guizhou province, the other 

recorded by a Mong Njua speaker from Petchabun Province, Thailand. The RTT testing gave us a 

clearer idea of levels of intelligibility between Honghe Western Miao varieties and these two 

standard dialects from China and abroad. We also conducted some limited intelligibility testing 

between Honghe Western Miao varieties themselves. The authors hope to publish the results of the 

intelligibility testing in a separate paper. 

5. Pronunciation comparison 

5.1 Regular pronunciation differences 

We now discuss some regular pronunciation differences between Western Miao dialects in Honghe. 

We define these pronunciation differences as “regular” because they can all be explained either by 
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common diachronic innovations (in other words, regular correspondences between Proto-Miao as 

reconstructed by Wang 1993 and present-day pronunciation) or by conditioned variation (in other 

words, certain sounds are consistently pronounced differently in certain environments). 

Throughout this section, we use Standard Western Miao, rather than Proto-Miao, as a 

reference point for comparing the sound systems of the Miao dialects of Honghe. Strictly speaking, 

then, the pronunciation differences that we describe should not be called “sound changes”. Rather, 

they constitute synchronic phonemic or phonetic differences between Standard Western Miao and 

the Honghe Miao dialects. However, because Standard Western Miao is generally more 

conservative than the dialects of Wenshan, these pronunciation differences often do actually 

represent diachronic sound changes, many of which have already been attested by Castro and Gu 

(2010), who base their work on Wang’s (1993) reconstruction of Proto-Miao. Therefore we often 

describe these pronunciation differences as “sound changes”, referring to phonemic “splits” and 

“mergers”, and the reader should refer to Castro and Gu (2010) to see the correspondences with 

Proto-Miao. 

In the tables, we present Standard Western Miao data both in the official SWM 

orthography and in IPA. Data from Honghe Miao dialects are transcribed in IPA. We generally 

mark tones phonetically using Chao’s (1930) pitch scale of 1 to 5. The same pitch number repeated 

indicates a level tone and different pitch numbers in succession indicate rising or falling contour. 

Occasionally, we represent tone phonemically using single tone numbers which correspond to the 

eight tone numbers described in section 2.3. In the text, we usually refer to individual Miao 

phonemes (whose phonetic realisation varies significantly among the dialects) using the SWM 

orthography, for convenience. 

5.1.1 Tones 

There have been various tone mergers in Honghe Miao varieties and we give some examples here. 

In Lens and Shib, tone -l (that is, tone 4), usually a low-level breathy tone, has become higher in 

pitch and merged with tone -s (tone 6), a mid-level breathy tone. Examples are given in Table 7. 

Note that the standard South Western Miao pitch values for tone -s (24) is different from most 

dialects of Western Miao spoken in Honghe (33), and that the breathy quality of tones -s and -l is 

not mentioned by either Luo and Yang (2004) or Xian (2000) in their descriptions of SWM. 

Lens and Shib thus have a reduced total of only seven lexical tones, in common with 

varieties of Green Hmong documented elsewhere (Johnson 1998:31, Mortensen 2004a:4, 

2004b:3.3), including Nzhuab spoken in Malipo county, Wenshan prefecture (Castro and Gu 

2010:13) and in Thailand (Lyman 1979:10). 
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Table 7. Examples of tone merger in Lens and Shib 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Lens, Shib 

‘fire’ deul təʉ¹¹ təʉ̤³̤³ 

‘to explode’ deus təʉ²⁴ təʉ̤³̤³ 

‘how?’ uat jangl ʔua⁴⁴ tɕaŋ¹¹ ʔuɑ⁴⁴ tɕaŋ̤³³ 

‘root’ jangs tɕaŋ²⁴ tɕaŋ̤³³ 

‘drum’ ndrual ɳʈua¹¹ ɳtʂṳɑ³̤³ 

‘ragged’ ndruas ɳʈua²⁴ ⁿtɬṳɑ³̤³ 

In Dleub, Standard Western Miao tones -l (tone 4) and -k (tone 7) have merged and now 

have the same phonetic realisation. Tone -l, usually a low-level breathy tone in Western Miao, has 

lost its breathiness and merged with -k, a mid-level non-breathy tone. Examples are given in Table 

8. As with Shib and Lens, this merger results in a total of seven lexical tones. This appears to be 

common to all varieties of White Hmong (Ratliff 1992:11, Mortensen 2004b:3.3). 

Table 8. Examples of tone merger in Dleub 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub 

‘fire’ deul təʉ¹¹ təʉ³³ 

‘to light’ deuk təʉ³³ təʉ³³ 

‘thorn’ bol po¹¹ pɑu³³ 

‘to cover’ bok po³³ pɑu³³ 

A different tone merger is found in Bes and Soud. In these dialects, tone -b (tone 1) has 

become a mid-level tone and merged with tone -k (tone 7). Examples are given in Table 9. It should 

be noted, however, that this merger has not taken place in Bes and Soud dialects in neighbouring 

Wenshan prefecture, where -b remains a mid, slightly falling tone, and -k is a mid-level tone, as in 

Standard Western Miao. 

Table 9. Examples of tone merger in Bes and Soud 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Bes Soud 

‘cloth’ ndoub ⁿtou⁴³ ⁿtou³³ ⁿtou³² 

‘to hit’ ndouk ⁿtou³³ ⁿtou³³ ⁿtou³² 

‘wet’ ndob ⁿto⁴³ ⁿto³³ ⁿtu³² 

‘to weave’ ndok ⁿto³³ ⁿto³³ ⁿtu³² 

‘palm fibre rain cape’ sib sɿ⁴³ sɿ³³ sɿ³² 

‘right (side)’ sik sɿ³³ sɿ³³ sɿ³² 

Finally, Dlob and Buak exhibit a ninth tone which does not exist in other dialects of 

Honghe Miao. This tone is breathy, like -l and -s in most Western Miao dialects, but higher in pitch. 

It appears to be due to a tone split which occurred in Black Miao following a partial tone merger of 

tones -s and -f common to all Northern Hua Miao dialects (Castro and Gu 2010:12–13). Thus a 
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selection of words which bear the SWM tone -s and -f has taken on the ninth tone. Examples are 

given in Table 10, which includes some words with -s, -f and -l tones for comparison. 

Table 10. Examples of the ninth tone in Dlob and Buak (words bearing the ninth tone are shaded in grey)  

English SWM SWM (IPA) Dlob Buak 

‘thorn’ bol po¹¹ po²̤¹ po²̤¹ 

‘grandmother’ bos po²⁴ po²̤² po²̤² 

‘to see’ bof po¹³ po³̤³ po³̤³ 

‘matter’ nof no¹³ no²¹³ noŋ²¹³ 

‘to measure’ nzhual ɳtʂua¹¹ ɳtʂṳɑ²̤¹ ɳtʂṳɑ²̤¹ 

‘bland’ zhuas tʂua²⁴ tʂṳɑ²̤² tʂṳɑ²̤² 

‘child’ nyuas ɲua²⁴ ɲṳɑ³̤³ ŋṳɑ³̤³ 

‘to scrub’ cuaf tsʰua¹³ tsʰuɑ²¹³ tsʰuɑ²¹³ 

‘fist’ ndris ɳʈʅ²⁴ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ 

‘spicy’ nzhif ɳtʂʅ¹³ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ 

‘tongue’ nblais ᵐplai²⁴ ᵐplai̤³̤³ ᵐplai̤³̤³ 

‘to whip’ nbleuf ᵐpləʉ¹³ ᵐpliɛ²¹³ ᵐpliɛ²¹³ 

‘sticky rice’ nblouf ᵐplou¹³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³, ᵐpləʉ²¹³ 

‘shoulder’ bus pu²⁴ pʉ³̤³ - 

‘eight’ yif ʑi¹³ ʑi³̤³ ʑi³̤³ 

The phonetic realisation of each of the tone categories also differs somewhat across the 

Honghe Miao dialects. A comparative summary of the Honghe Miao phonetic tone values is given 

in tabular form in appendix A. Three tones are pronounced identically across the dialects: -x (tone 

2, sharp, falling), -k (tone 7, mid-level) and -f (tone 8, low falling or falling-rising, often creaky). 

Dlob, Buak, Soud and Bes all realise -b (tone 1) as a mid tone  (either level or slightly 

falling) and -d (tone 3) as a high-level tone, in common with Standard Western Miao. In contrast, 

Nzhuab, Dlex Nchab, Shib, Lens and Dleub all realise -b as a high-level tone and -d as a rising tone, in 

common with White Hmong (Ratliff 1992:11) and Green Hmong (Lyman 1979:10) spoken in 

Thailand and the USA. 

Ndrous is unique in pronouncing -b tone as a high falling tone. Sat (but not Shuat of 

Wenshan prefecture) exhibits a phonetic tone switch: tone -t (tone 5, a mid-high-level tone in all 

other dialects) has become a rising tone, and tone -d (a rising tone in most other dialects) has 

become a mid-high-level tone. 

In summary, Dlob, Buak, Soud and Bes have the closest phonetic realisation of tones to 

Standard Western Miao. Nzhuab, Dlex Nchab, Shib, Lens and Dleub share a somewhat different set of 

phonetic tones. The tonal values of Shib and Lens are virtually identical to Green Hmong spoken in 

Thailand. Dleub’s phonetic tones are identical to White Hmong spoken overseas. 
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5.1.2 Onsets 

5.1.2.1 Nasals 

Unlike Standard Western Miao and other Honghe Miao dialects, Lens and Shib have both lost initial 

voiceless nasals, merging with their voiced counterparts. This is illustrated in Figure 4 and 

examples are given in Table 11. Thus in Lens and Shib, hmangb ‘vine’ and Mangb ‘Yi people’ are 

both pronounced identically as [maŋ⁵⁴], and hnat ‘to smell’ and nat ‘here’ are both pronounced 

[na⁴⁴]. Lens and Shib share this phenomenon with Nzhuab spoken in Malipo county (Castro and Gu 

2010:18) and in Thailand (Lyman 1979:7). 

Figure 4 Loss of voiceless nasals in Shib and Lens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11. Examples of loss of voiceless nasals in Shib and Lens 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Shib Lens 

‘Hmong people’ Hmongb m̥oŋ⁴³ moŋ⁵⁴ moŋ⁵⁴ 

‘vine’ hmangb m̥aŋ⁴³ maŋ⁵⁴ maŋ⁵⁴ 

‘Yi people’ mangb maŋ⁴³ (ᵐpou⁴⁴) maŋ⁵⁴ 

‘tooth’ hnad n̥a⁵⁵ na³⁵ na⁴⁵ 

‘to smell’ hnat n̥a⁴⁴ na⁴⁴ na⁴⁴ 

‘here’ nat na⁴⁴ na⁴⁴ nə⁴⁵ 

‘intestines’ hnyod ɳ̥o⁵⁵ ɲo³⁵ ɲu⁴⁵ 

‘heavy’ hnyangd ɳ̥aŋ⁵⁵ ɲaŋ³⁵ ɲaŋ⁴⁵ 

Sat (and Shuat in Wenshan) possesses palatalised nasals /mʲ/ and /m̥ʲ/. These are 

probably reflexes of rare Proto-Miao initials32 which have respectively merged with /n/ and /m̥/ in 

other varieties. Nongs ‘to listen’ is pronounced [mʲo̤ŋ³³] and hmangt ‘wolf’ is pronounced [m̥ʲaŋ²⁴] in 

Sat. Dleub in Wenshan prefecture and abroad, as well as Green Miao in Thailand, have also retained 

this distinction for voiced nasals, in the form of [m͡n] in Wenshan (for example ‘to listen’ 

[m͡no̤ŋ͡m³³]) and [m͡l ] abroad, in words like ‘to listen’ [m͡lo̤ŋ³³], ‘cat’ [m͡lau⁵⁵] and ‘soft’ [m͡lua³³] 

(Xiong 2003, Lyman 1974:31). Dleub spoken in Honghe, however, has lost this onset distinction, in 

common with other Honghe dialects. 

                                              
32 Wang (1993) did not reconstruct the Proto-Miao for m̥ʲ-. He reconstructs mʲ- as *mʐ-. 

m-, n-, ny- m-, n-, ɲ- 
hm-, hn-, hny- m̥-, n-̥, ɲ̥- 

m-, n-, ɲ- 

SWM SWM (IPA) Shib, Lens 
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5.1.2.2 Velar and lateralized alveolar plosives 

In many dialects, velar onsets g- and k- are sometimes palatalised and pronounced as [c] or [cʰ].33 

Examples are given in Table 12. They almost always occur when followed by a close, front vowel, 

and often when followed by -a. In Dlob and Sat, g- /k/ is regularly pronounced as [c] unless it is 

followed by a high, rounded vowel (in most dialects, including Dlob and Sat, /o/ is relatively high, 

auditorily close to [u]). 

Table 12. Palatalisation of velar onsets (words bearing palatal initials shaded in grey) 

English SWM 
SWM 

(IPA) 
Lens Soud Dleub Ndrous Dlob Sat 

‘(ox) horn’ gob ko⁴³ ku⁵⁴ ku³² ku⁵⁴ ko⁵² ko³² ko⁵⁵ 

‘soup’ guat kua⁴⁴ kuɜ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ ca⁴⁴ 

‘craftsman’ guk kʉ³³ kʉ³³ kʉ³² kʉ³³ cʉ³³ kʉ³³ kʉ³³ 

‘ten’ gouf kou¹³ kou²¹ kou²¹ kou²¹³ cʉ²¹³ cəʉ²¹³ cɔu²¹ 

‘market’ gab ka⁴³ ca⁵⁴ - ciɛ⁵⁴ ka⁵² ca³² cai⁵⁵ 

‘insect’ gangb kaŋ⁴³ caŋ⁵⁴ kã³² kã⁵⁴ kã³³ cã³² caŋ⁵⁵ 

‘road’ ged kei²⁴ ci⁴⁵ ci⁴⁵ ci³⁵ ci⁵⁵ ci⁵⁵ cie⁴⁴ 

‘indigo’ ngangx ŋaŋ³¹ ᶮcaŋ³¹ ᵑkã⁴¹ ᵑkã⁴¹ ᵑkã³¹ ᶮcã³¹ ᶮcaŋ⁴¹ 

‘to hide’ ngouf ᵑkou¹³ ᵑkou²¹ ᵑkou²¹ ᵑkou²¹³ ᶮcəʉ²¹³ ᶮcəʉ²¹³ - 

‘shoe’ kout kʰou⁴⁴ kʰou⁴⁴ kʰou⁴⁴ kʰou⁴⁴ cʰəʉ⁴⁴ cʰəʉ⁴⁴ cʰɔu²⁴ 

‘to dig’ keub kəʉ⁴³ kʰəʉ⁵⁴ - kʰəʉ⁵⁴ - cʰiɛ³² cʰəi⁵⁵ 

‘soot’ nkeub ᵑkəʉ⁴³ ᵑkʰəʉ⁵⁴ ᶮcʰəʉ³² ᵑkʰəʉ⁵⁴ ᶮcʰɛ⁵² ᶮcʰiɛ³² ᶮcʰəi⁵⁵ 

 

In Buak and Dlob, the dl- onset is sometimes realised as g- ([k] or [c]). This is because the 

Proto-Miao onsets *qlw-, *ɢlw-34 have merged with g- in Buak and Dlob, whereas they have merged 

with dl- [tɬ] in other Western Miao dialects.35 This is illustrated in Figure 5 and Table 13 cites some 

examples (note that SWM dl- is pronounced [ʔl-] in Buak and Dlob). Thus in Buak and Dlob, guat 

‘soup’ and dluat ‘to pass’ are both pronounced [kuɑ⁴⁴], and gib ‘to stir-fry’ and dlib ‘cucumber’ are 

both pronounced [ci³²]. 

                                              
33 These are pronounced much further back on the palate than the pre-palatals j- [tɕ] and q- [tɕʰ], and 

sometimes sound similar to palatalised velar stops [kʲ] and [kʲʰ]. 
34 In historical linguistics, an asterisk denotes a reconstructed proto-form. 
35 See Castro and Gu (2010) for a detailed analysis of how onsets and rhymes have developed from 

Proto-Miao in different Western Miao varieties. 
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Figure 5 dl- merger in Buak and Dlob. 

 

 

 

 

Table 13. Examples dl- merger in Buak and Dlob 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Buak Dlob 

‘wide’ dlangd tɬaŋ⁵⁵ kaŋ⁵⁵ cã⁵⁵ 

‘yellow’ dlangx tɬaŋ³¹ kaŋ³¹ cã³¹ 

‘ghost’ dlangb tɬaŋ⁴³ ʔlaŋ³² ʔlã³² 

‘to stir-fry’ gib ki⁴³ ci³² ci³² 

‘cucumber’ dlib tɬi⁴³ ci³² ci³² 

‘far’ dleb tɬei⁴³ ci³² cei³² 

‘dog’ dled tɬei⁵⁵ ʔlei⁵⁵ ʔlei⁵⁵ 

‘soup’ guat kua⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ 

‘to pass, cross over’ dluat tɬua⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ kuɑ⁴⁴ 

‘to tear, rip’ dluat tɬua⁴⁴ ʔluɑ⁴⁴ ʔluɑ⁴⁴ 

We also find that some dialects (Lens, Shib, Soud, Bes, Dlex Nchab and Sat) retain ndl- [ⁿtɬ] 

and ntl- [ⁿtɬʰ] onsets which have merged with other onsets in all other varieties. Examples are given 

in Table 14. It should be noted that the variety of Nzhuab from Hekou county, described by Xiong 

and Cohen (2005), also retains the ndl- and ntl- onsets. Unlike Soud in Honghe, Soud spoken in 

Qiubei and Yanshan counties, Wenshan prefecture, does not retain ndl- or ntl- (Castro and Gu 

2010:19–20). 

Table 14. ndl- and ntl- in various dialects 

English SWM 
SWM 

(IPA) 
Lens Soud Sat Ndrous Dlob Dleub 

‘to flow’ ndul ⁿtʉ¹¹ ⁿtɬʉ³̤³ ⁿtɬʉ²̤¹ ⁿtɬʉ²̤¹ ⁿtʉ²̤¹ ⁿtʉ²̤¹ ⁿtʉ²̤¹ 

‘shallow’ ndad ⁿta⁴³ ⁿtɬa⁴⁵ ⁿtɬa⁴⁵ - ⁿta⁵⁵ ⁿta⁵⁵ ⁿtɛ³⁵ 

‘ragged’ ndruas ɳʈua²⁴ ⁿtɬṳɜ³̤³ ⁿtɬṳɑ²̤² ⁿtɬa³̤³ ɳʈṳɑ³̤³ ɳtʂṳɑ²̤² ⁿtṳɑ³̤³ 

‘to roll (by self)’ ndraos ɳʈau²⁴ ⁿtɬaṳ̤³³ ⁿtɬaṳ̤²² ⁿtɬaṳ̤³³ ɳʈaṳ̤³³ ɳtʂɑṳ̤²² ⁿtɑṳ̤³³ 

‘to sheath’a ntlaok ⁿtʰau³³ ⁿtɬʰau⁴⁴ ⁿtɬʰau⁴⁴ - (ᵐplaṳ̤²¹) ʔlɑ̥u⁴⁴ - 
a This word is narrowly defined as ‘to put a ring or hoop around something to hold it together’. 

dl- tɬ- 
k-, c- 

SWM      SWM (IPA) Buak, Dlob 

ʔl- 
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Finally, the lateralised stops dl- [tɬ] and tl- [tɬʰ] are pronounced significantly differently in 

certain dialects. Dleub characteristically realises these onsets as preglottalised stops [ʔd] and [ʔtʰ],36 

and Dlob, Buak and Shuat (but not Sat) realise them as preglottalised laterals [ʔl] and [ʔl]̥ (some 

Shuat speakers pronounce them as preglottalised stops, probably influenced by Dleub speakers who 

live interspersed with them). Some examples are given in Table 15. 

Table 15. Various pronunciations of dl-, tl- 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub Dlob, Buak Shuat 

‘water’ dlex tɬei³¹ ʔdei⁴¹ ʔlei³¹ ʔlei⁴¹ 

‘black’ dlob tɬo⁴³ ʔdu⁵⁴ ʔlo³² ʔlo⁵⁵ 

‘white’ dleub tɬəʉ⁴³ ʔdəʉ⁵⁴ ʔliɛ³² ʔləʉ⁵⁵ 

‘to jump’ tlat tɬʰa⁴⁴ ʔtʰiɛ⁴⁴ ʔlḁ⁴⁴ ʔlḁːi⁴⁴ 

‘to pass’ tlout tɬʰou⁴⁴ ʔtʰou⁴⁴ ʔlə̥ʉ⁴⁴ ʔlɑ̥u⁴⁴ 

‘oily, filling’ tluad tɬʰua⁵⁵ ʔtʰuɑ³⁵ - ʔlḁ⁵³ 

5.1.2.3 Retroflex and palatalized obstruents 

In Sat (and Shuat in Wenshan), zh- [tʂ], nzh- [ɳtʂ] and ch- [tʂʰ] onsets are sometimes pronounced as 

palatalised stops [pʲ], [ᵐpʲ] and [pʲʰ]. This is because in most Western Miao dialects, Proto-Miao 

*ptʂ-, *mbdʐ- and *phtʂh- have merged with zh-, nzh- and ch-, whereas in Sat and Shuat they have 

been preserved as [pʲ], [ᵐpʲ] and [pʲʰ] respectively. Thus in Sat, zhouk ‘full, satiated’ is pronounced 

as [tʂou²⁴] (the same as Standard Western Miao), whereas zhouk ‘dark’ is pronounced as [pʲou³³], 

and zhuas ‘bland’ is pronounced as [tʂa³̤³], whereas zhuat ‘rock’ is pronounced as [pʲa⁴⁴]. This is 

illustrated in Figure 6 and examples are given in Table 16. Interestingly, the expected palatalisation 

on nzhus ‘nose’ has been lost and it is pronounced [ᵐpʉ̤³³]. 

Figure 6 Palatalised bilabial stops in Sat and Shuat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
36 Nzhuab in Maguan county also pronounces dl- and tl- as [ʔd] and [ʔtʰ], but this seems to be an 

anomaly, as Nzhuab in Hekou (Xiong and Cohen 2005) and in Malipo county, Wenshan (Castro and Gu 

2010), both retain the usual [tɬ], [tɬʰ] pronunciation. 

zh-, nzh-, ch- tʂ-, ɳtʂ-, tʂʰ- 

pʲ-, ᵐpʲ-, pʲʰ- 

SWM SWM (IPA) Sat, Shuat 

tʂ-, ɳtʂ-, tʂʰ- 
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Table 16. Examples of palatalised stops in Sat and Shuat, contrasted with retroflex affricates 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Sat Shuat 

‘dark’ zhouk tʂou³³ pʲou³³ pʲɑu³³ 

‘full, satiated’ zhout tʂou⁴⁴ tʂou²⁴ tʂɑu⁴⁴ 

‘rock’ zhuat tʂua⁴⁴ pʲa⁴⁴ pʲa²⁴ 

‘bland’ zhuas tʂua²⁴ tʂa³̤³ tʂa³̤³ 

‘green’ nzhuab ɳtʂua⁴³ ᵐpʲa⁵⁵ ᵐpʲa⁵⁵ 

‘to measure’ nzhual ɳtʂua¹¹ ɳtʂa²̤¹ ɳtʂa²̤¹ 

‘fish’ nzhel ɳtʂei¹¹ ᵐpie̤²̤¹ ᵐpʲe³̤³ 

‘salt’ nzhed ɳtʂei⁵⁵ ɳtʂe⁵³ ɳtʂei⁴⁴ 

‘nose’ nzhus ɳtʂʉ²⁴ ᵐpʉ³̤³ ᵐpʉ³̤³ 

‘to blow’ chuab tʂʰua⁴³ pʲʰa⁵⁵ pʲʰa⁵⁵ 

‘new’ chab tʂʰa⁴³ tʂʰai⁵⁵ tʂʰaːi⁵⁵ 

Hmong Shuat of Wenshan has a syllabic voiced retroflex fricative final [ʐ]̩, whereas Hmong 

Sat doesn’t. This appears to be the result of a close, front vowel final being conditioned by an initial 

palatalised stop in the proto form, whose palatalisation has been subsequently lost (Castro and Gu 

2010:16). Examples are given in Table 17. Thus whereas in all other dialects, zhib ‘five’ and zhib 

‘gall bladder’ are both pronounced in the same way, Shuat distinguishes these two words: ‘five’ is 

pronounced [pʐ⁵̩⁵] and ‘gall bladder’ is pronounced [tʂʅ⁵⁵]. 

Table 17. -ʐ ̩in Shuat of Wenshan 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Sat Shuat 

‘five’ zhib tʂʅ⁴³ tʂʅ⁵⁵ pʐ⁵̩⁵ 

‘gall bladder’ zhib tʂʅ⁴³ tʂʅ⁵⁵ tʂʅ⁵⁵ 

‘to hide (self)’ zhid tʂʅ⁵⁵ pie⁴⁴ pʐ⁵̩³ 

‘spicy’ nzhif ɳtʂʅ¹³ ᵐpie²¹ ᵐpʐ²̩¹ 

In addition, Shuat sometimes pronounces b- [p] and p- [pʰ] as [pʲ] and [pʲʰ] respectively. 

Examples are given in Table 18. Therefore, Shuat distinguishes between beb ‘we’ and beb ‘three’, the 

former pronounced as [pei⁵⁵] and the latter as [pʲe⁵⁵].37 

Table 18. More examples of palatalised stops in Hmong Shuat of Wenshan 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Sat Shuat 

‘three’ beb pei⁴³ pie⁵⁵ pʲe⁵⁵ 

‘we’ beb pei⁴³ pie⁵⁵ pei⁵⁵ 

‘name’ nbet ᵐpei⁴⁴ ᵐpie²⁴ ᵐpʲe⁴⁴ 

‘bad’ pef pʰei¹³ pʰie²¹ pʲʰe²¹ 

                                              
37 The -ei final is conditioned by the palatalised initial, becoming -e. 
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Also in Shuat of Wenshan, the sh- [ʂ] in Standard Western Miao is sometimes pronounced 

as [fʲ] (or [çʲ] by some speakers). In Sat, on the other hand, sh- is sometimes pronounced as [s]. It 

appears that in Standard Western Miao, along with most Honghe dialects, Proto-Miao *fʂ- has 

merged with *ʂ- and is realised as the retroflex fricative ʂ-, whereas Shuat and Sat retain Proto-Miao 

*fʂ- in the form of either a palatalised fricative fʲ- or a sibilant s- respectively. Because there is no 

Proto-Miao *ʐ, however, Shuat and Sat do not have a ʐ- initial. Instead, all Proto-Miao *vʐ/*ʔvʐ 

initials are realised as [vʲ] in Shuat or [z] in Sat, whereas they become [ʐ] in other dialects. 

In Shuat, the palatalisation on fʲ- and vʲ- has occasionally been lost, usually when followed 

by a final -i, which is then sometimes realised as [ʐ]̩. Examples are given in Table 19. Thus in most 

dialects of Western Miao, ‘sound’ and ‘sand’ are both pronounced [ʂua¹] whereas ‘sound’ is 

pronounced as [fʲa⁵⁵] in Shuat and [sa⁵⁵] in Sat, in contrast with ‘sand’ which is pronounced [ʂa⁵⁵] 

in both varieties.38 

Table 19. s-, z- in Sat and fʲ-, vʲ- in Shuat 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Sat Shuat 

‘sound’ shuab ʂua⁴³ sa⁵⁵ fʲa⁵⁵ 

‘sand’ shuab ʂua⁴³ ʂa⁵⁵ ʂa⁵⁵ 

‘liver’ shab ʂa⁴³ sai⁵⁵ fʲei⁵⁵ 

‘wormwood’ shod ʂo⁵⁵ sɔ⁴⁴ fʲo⁵³ 

‘to write’ shout ʂou⁴⁴ sou²⁴ fʲɑu⁴⁴ 

‘to play’ uat shit ʔua⁴⁴ ʂʅ⁴⁴ ʔa²⁴ sɿ²⁴ ʔa⁴⁴ fi⁴⁴ 

‘dragon’ rangx ʐaŋ³¹ zaŋ⁴¹ vʲaŋ⁴¹ 

‘to hide (sth.)’ raik ʐai³³ zai³³ vʲɜi³³ 

‘vegetable’ roub ʐou⁴³ zou⁵⁵ vʲɑu⁵⁵ 

‘forest’ rongd ʐoŋ⁵⁵ (haŋ³³ ⁿtoŋm͡²⁴) vʲoŋ⁵³ 

‘near’ ret ʐei⁴⁴ zi²⁴ vʲe⁴⁴ 

‘stone’ reb ʐei⁴³ zi⁵⁵ vʲe⁵⁵ 

‘urine’ ril ʐʅ¹¹ zɿ²̤¹ vʐ̤²̩¹ 

In Lens, Shib, Buak, Dlob A, Dlex Nchab and Shuat, the retroflex stop series has merged 

with the retroflex affricate series. This is illustrated in Figure 7 and examples are given in Table 20. 

This means that these dialects do not distinguish between certain words, for example, zheus ‘few’ 

and dreus ‘chopsticks’ are both pronounced as [tʂəʉ̤̤³³] in Lens and Shib, and zhout ‘full’ and drout 

‘six’ are both pronounced as [tʂou⁴⁴] in Lens and Shib. 

                                              
38 The -ua final in shuab is pronounced as -a in Sat and Shuat dialects (see section 5.1.3). 
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dr-, ndr-, tr-, ntr- ʈ-, ɳʈ-, ʈʰ-, ɳʈʰ- 

SWM SWM (IPA) 
Lens, Shib, Buak, Dlob A, Dlex 

Nchab, Shuat 

zh-, nzh-, ch-, nch- tʂ-, ɳtʂ-, tʂʰ-, ɳtʂʰ- 

tʂ-, ɳtʂ-, tʂʰ-, ɳtʂʰ- 

Figure 7 Retroflex stop and affricate merger.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 20. Examples of retroflex stop and affricate merger 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Lens Buak, Dlob A Shuat 

‘six’ drout ʈou⁴⁴ tʂou⁴⁴ tʂəʉ⁴⁴ tʂɑu⁴⁴ 

‘full, satiated’ zhout tʂou⁴⁴ tʂou⁴⁴ tʂəʉ⁴⁴ tʂɑu⁴⁴ 

‘chopsticks’ dreus ʈəʉ²⁴ tʂəʉ̤³̤³ tʂiɛ̤²̤² tʂəʉ̤³̤³ 

‘few’ zheus tʂəʉ²⁴ tʂəʉ̤³̤³ tʂiɛ̤²̤² tʂəʉ̤³̤³ 

‘drum’ ndrual ɳʈua¹¹ ɳtʂṳɜ³̤³ ɳtʂṳɑ²̤¹ ɳtʂa²̤¹ 

‘to drip’ ndros ɳʈo²⁴ ɳtʂṳ³³ ɳtʂo²̤² (fʲau⁴⁴) 

‘fist’ ndris ɳʈʅ²⁴ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ ɳtʂʅ³̤³ ɳtʂʅ²̤¹ 

‘to insert’ traik ʈʰai³³ tʂʰai³³ tʂʰai³³ tʂʰɐi³³ 

‘to search’ ntrad ɳʈʰa⁵⁵ ɳtʂʰa⁴⁵ ɳtʂʰa⁵⁵ (tɑṳ̤³³) 

Interestingly, Dlob B, spoken further south than Dlob A, retains the retroflex stop series. 

This, along with the fact that the Hmong Dlob in data point #09 (Dlob B) migrated from an area 

very close to data point #08 (Dlob A) only two generations ago, indicates that the loss of retroflex 

stops in Dlob is a relatively recent phenomenon. 

Sat retains the distinction between retroflex stops and affricates, except that the retroflex 

stops are pronounced as palatalised stops. This is a feature not seen in any other Miao variety in 

either Honghe or Wenshan. Examples of this are given in Table 21. 

Table 21. Palatalised alveolar stops in Hmong Sat 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Sat 

‘mountain’ drongb ʈoŋ⁴³ tʲoŋ⁵⁵ 

‘oil’ draox ʈau³¹ tʲau⁴¹ 

‘a plain’ ndrangl ɳʈaŋ¹¹ ⁿtʲaŋ̤²¹ 

‘grass’ ndraox ɳʈau³¹ ⁿtʲau⁴¹ 

‘to insert’ traik ʈʰai³³ tʲʰai³³ 

‘to search’ ntrad ɳʈa⁵⁵ ⁿtʲʰai⁴⁴ 
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Finally, while collecting the data for this research, the authors also noticed that some 

(especially younger) speakers of Western Miao, regardless of geographical area or dialect, have lost 

retroflex onsets altogether, and pronounce them all as alveolar grooved affricates or fricatives. 

Examples are given in Table 22. This seems to be a result of phonological assimilation to the 

dominant trade language, South-Western Mandarin, which has undergone the same merger among 

many younger speakers, and is not characteristic of any particular dialect/s of Miao. 

Table 22. Loss of retroflex obstruents among some speakers (tone categories notated) 

English SWM 
SWM (IPA) Some Miao speakers 

in Honghe 

‘fast’ shait ʂai⁵ sai⁵ 

‘village’ raol ʐau⁴ zau⁴ 

‘New Year’ zhab tʂa¹ tsa¹ 

‘oil’ draox ʈau² tsau² 

‘fish’ nzhel ɳtʂei⁴ ⁿtsei⁴ 

‘to make a noise’ ndraod ɳʈau³ ⁿtsau³ 

‘hungry’ chaib tʂʰai¹ tsʰai¹ 

‘to insert’ traik ʈʰai⁷ tsʰai⁷ 

‘clear’ nchab ɳtʂʰa¹ ⁿtsʰa¹ 

‘to search’ ntrad ɳʈʰa³ ⁿtsʰa³ 

5.1.3 Rhymes 

There is also some variation in the pronunciation of rhymes among the dialects. Unlike other 

dialects, neither Soud nor Sat distinguish between SWM -a [a] and SWM -ai [ai]. In Soud, they are 

both pronounced -a and in Sat they are both pronounced -ai. This is illustrated in Figure 8 and 

some examples are given in Table 23. Therefore Soud and Sat have one fewer rhyme than the other 

varieties. 

Figure 8 Rhyme merger in Soud and Sat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-a -a 
-a (Soud) 

-ai (Sat) 

SWM SWM (IPA) Soud/Sat 

-ai -ai 
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Table 23. Examples of -a and -ai merger 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Soud Sat 

‘wok’ yal ʑa¹¹ ʑa²̤¹ ʑai̤²̤¹ 

‘to lick’ yaif ʑai¹³ ʑa²¹ ʑai²¹ 

‘red’ lab la⁴³ la³² lai⁵⁵ 

‘to throw’ laif lai¹³ la²¹ lai²¹ 

‘skirt’ dab ta⁴³ ta³² tai⁵⁵ 

‘to grip’ daik tai³³ ta³² tai³³ 

Both Ndrous and Dlob B also have one fewer rhyme than most other dialects. This appears 

to have occurred as part of a general vowel shift that has also taken place in Buak and Dlob A, in 

which SWM -ou [ou] is pronounced as [əʉ] and SWM -eu [əʉ] is pronounced as [iɛ]. In Ndrous and 

Dlob B, the subsequent -iɛ rhyme has then merged with -ai [ai] and is pronounced [ɛ] (there are a 

few exceptions in Dlob B, in which SWM -ai [ai] is sometimes pronounced as [a]). This vowel shift 

and the resulting vowel phoneme merger are illustrated in Figure 9 and examples are given in 

Table 24. 

Figure 9 Vowel shifts in Buak, Dlob and Ndrous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-ai -ai 

-eu -əʉ 
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-ɛ 

-a

-a
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Table 24. Examples of vowel shifts in Buak, Dlob and Ndrous 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Buak Dlob A Dlob B Ndrous 

‘sticky rice’ nblouf ᵐplou¹³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³ ᵐpləʉ̤³̤³ 

‘to whip’ nbleuf ᵐpləʉ¹³ ᵐpliɛ²¹³ ᵐpliɛ²¹³ ᵐplɛ²¹³ ᵐplɛ³̤³ 

‘tongue’ nblais ᵐplai²⁴ ᵐplai̤³̤³ ᵐplai̤³̤³ ᵐplɛ³̤³ ᵐplɛ³̤³ 

‘enough’ zouk tsou³³ tsəʉ³³ tsəʉ³³ tsəʉ³³ tsəʉ³³ 

‘to be able’ zeux tsəʉ³¹ tsiɛ³¹ tsiɛ³¹ tsɛ³¹ tsɛ³¹ 

‘to borrow’ zaik tsai³³ tsai³³ tsai³³ tsɛ³³ tsɛ³³ 

‘cloth’ ndoub ⁿtou⁴³ ⁿtəʉ³² ⁿtəʉ³² ⁿtəʉ³² ⁿtəʉ⁵² 

‘book’ ndeud ⁿtəʉ⁵⁵ ⁿtiɛ⁵⁵ ⁿtiɛ⁵⁵ ⁿtɛ⁵³ ⁿtɛ⁵⁵ 

‘to fear’ nchait ɳtʂʰai⁴⁴ ɳtʂʰai⁴⁴ ɳtʂʰai⁴⁴ ɳtʂʰɛ⁴⁴ ɳtʂʰɛ⁴⁴ 

‘to drag’ hait hai⁴⁴ ħai⁴⁴ ħai⁴⁴ ħɛ⁴⁴ ħɛ⁴⁴ 

‘to scoop’ haik hai³³ ħa³³ ħa³³ ħa³³ ħɛ³³ 

‘and’ hab ha⁴³ ħa³² ħa³² ħa³² (tʰa⁵²) 

‘narrow’ nghaif ɴqai¹³ ɴqai²¹³ ɴqai²¹³ ɴqɛ²¹³ ɴqɛ²¹³ 

‘meat’ nghaix ɴqai³¹ ɴqa³¹ ɴqa³¹ ɴqa³¹ ɴqɛ³¹ 

‘slanted’ ghaix qai³¹ qa³¹ qai³¹ qa³¹ qɛ³¹ 

‘dirty’ ghak qa³³ qai²¹³ cai²¹³ - qa³³ 

‘tall’ shab ʂa⁴³ ʂa³² ʂa³² ʂa³² ʂa⁵² 

The front vowels have shifted slightly in Hmong Shuat spoken in Wenshan. SWM -ua [ua] 

is pronounced [a], SWM -a [a] is pronounced [aːi] and SWM -ai [ai] is pronounced [ɐi]. In Sat, 

SWM -ua is also pronounced [a]. These vowel shifts, along with Sat’s vowel merger (SWM -a, -ai 

� Sat -ai) which we mentioned earlier, are illustrated in Figure 10. Examples are given in Table 

25, which includes the Dleub pronunciation for comparison. It is common across Honghe Miao 

dialects for -e [ei] to be raised to [i] after a palatal onset.  For example, qeb [tɕʰei¹] ‘to sweep’ � 

[tɕʰi¹] and njet [ⁿtɕei⁵] ‘to ascend’ � [ⁿtɕi⁵] in all dialects apart from Shuat, and [ɳtʂei²] ‘ear’ � 

[ᵐpʲi] in Sat. 
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Figure 10 Vowel shifts in Shuat and Sat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 25. Examples of Sat, Shuat and Dleub vowel shifts 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Shuat Sat Dleub 

‘thick’ duab tua⁴³ ta⁵⁵ ta⁵⁵ tuɑ⁵⁴ 

‘skirt’ dab ta⁴³ taːi⁵⁵ tai⁵⁵ tɛ⁵⁴ 

‘to grip’ daik tai³³ tɐi³³ tai³³ ta³³ 

‘land’ deb tei⁴³ tei⁵⁵ te⁵⁵ tei⁵⁴ 

‘bland’ zhuas tʂua²⁴ tʂa³̤³ tʂa³̤³ tʂṳɑ³̤³ 

‘new’ chab tʂʰa⁴³ tʂʰaːi⁵⁵ tʂʰai⁵⁵ tʂʰɛ⁵⁴ 

‘hungry’ chaib  tʂʰai⁴³ tʂʰɐi⁵⁵ tʂʰai⁵⁵ tʂʰa⁵⁴ 

‘upright’ nzhes ɳtʂei²⁴ ɳtʂei̤³̤³ ɳtʂe²⁴ ɳtʂei̤³̤³ 

‘nine’ juax tɕua³¹ tɕa⁴¹ tɕa⁴¹ tɕuɑ⁴¹ 

‘to live’ jax tɕa³¹ tɕei⁴¹ tɕai⁴¹ tɕɛ⁴¹ 

‘buckwheat’ jex tɕei³¹ tɕe⁴¹ tɕi⁴¹ tɕi⁴¹ 

‘to sweep’ qeb tɕʰei⁴³ tɕʰe⁵⁵ tɕʰi⁵⁵ tɕʰi⁵⁴ 

‘to ascend’ njet ⁿtɕei⁴⁴ ⁿtɕe⁴⁴ ⁿtɕi²⁴ ⁿtɕi⁴⁴ 

‘house’ zhed tʂei⁵⁵ pʲe⁵³ pie⁴⁴ tʂei³⁵ 

‘ear’ nzhex ɳtʂei³¹ ᵐpʲe⁴¹ ᵐpʲi⁴¹ ɳtʂei⁴¹ 

Some words with an -o [o] rhyme in SWM are pronounced with [au] in Sat, Shuat and 

Dleub. This is because the Proto-Miao rhyme *o has merged with the -ao [au] rhyme (a reflex of 

Proto-Miao *au, *ɔn and *ɔŋ) in these dialects, whereas it has merged with the -o [o] rhyme (a 

reflex of Proto-Miao *on and *ən) in SWM and the other dialects (Castro and Gu 2010:21). 

Furthermore, -o can be realised as either /o/ or /ɔ/ in Sat. These sound changes are illustrated in 

Figure 11 and examples are given in Table 26. 

-ua -ua 

-a -a 

-ai -ai  

-a 

-aːi (or -ei / palatal ____ )

  

SWM SWM (IPA) Shuat Sat 

-e -ei  

-ɐi (cannot follow palatal) 

-ei (or -e / palatal ____ ) 

-a 

-ai

-e (or -i / palatal ____ )  
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Figure 11 Rhyme correspondences in Dleub, Shuat and Sat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 26. Examples of -o and -ao in Dleub, Shuat and Sat 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub Shuat Sat 

‘wet’ ndob ⁿto⁴³ ⁿtu⁵⁴ ⁿto⁵⁵ ⁿtɔ⁵⁵ 

‘to weave’ ndok ⁿto³³ - ⁿtau³³ ⁿtau⁷ 

‘at’ nyaob ɲau⁴³ ɲɑu⁵⁴ ɲau⁵⁵ ɲau⁵⁵ 

‘lunch’ shot ʂo⁴⁴ ʂu⁴⁴ ʂo⁴⁴ ʂɔ²⁴ 

‘hot (weather)’ shod ʂo⁵⁵ ʂɑu³⁵ ʂau⁵³ ʂau⁴⁴ 

‘to wipe’ shaot ʂau⁴⁴ ʂɑu⁴⁴ ʂau⁴⁴ ʂau²⁴ 

‘to steam’ job tɕo⁴³ tɕu⁵⁴ tɕo⁵⁵ tɕo⁵⁵ 

‘to remember’ njot ⁿtɕo⁴⁴ ⁿtɕɑu⁴⁴ ⁿtɕau⁴⁴ ⁿtɕau²⁴ 

‘to plant’ jaos tɕau²⁴ tɕɑṳ̤³³ tɕaṳ̤³³ tɕaṳ̤³³ 

‘hot (to touch)’ gob ko⁴³ ku⁵⁴ ko⁵⁵ kɔ⁵⁵ 

‘(ox) horn’ gob ko⁴³ ku⁵⁴ ko⁵⁵ ko⁵⁵ 

‘to carry (on shoulders)’ gud kʉ⁵⁵ kʉ³⁵ kʉ⁵³ kʉ⁴⁴ 

The SWM open, front final -a [a] has raised to [ɛ] in Dleub A and [iɛ] in Dleub B. SWM -ang 

[aŋ] is pronounced [ã] in Dleub A, without a final nasal closure (in common with some other Honghe 

dialects such as Soud and Ndrous), and [a] in Dleub B, without any nasalisation. Thus Dleub B, spoken 

in Jinping, which is also known as Hmong Hangd Rongd (“Forest Miao”) by other Miao in Jinping, is 

much more typical of White Hmong spoken in South East Asia (Heimbach 1980:xiv) and southern 

Wenshan prefecture (Castro and Gu 2010:39), in which SWM -ang also becomes -a and SWM -a 

becomes -iɛ. These vowel shifts are illustrated in Figure 12 and examples are given in Table 27. 

-o -o 

SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub, Shuat 

-o 

-ao -au 

-o 

-au 

Sat 

-o 

-au 

-ɔ 
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-ang -aŋ 

SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub B 

-a -a 

-ã 

-ɛ 

-a 

-iɛ 

Dleub A 

Figure 12 Vowel shift in Dleub 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 27. Examples of vowel shift in Dleub 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Dleub A Dleub B 

‘valley’ hangd haŋ⁵⁵ ħã³⁵ ħa⁴⁴ 

‘sea’ had ha⁵⁵ ħɛ³⁵ çiɛ⁴⁴ 

‘to lead’ jangb tɕaŋ⁴³ tɕã⁵⁴ ja⁵⁴ 

‘fir’ jab tɕa⁴³ tɕiɛ⁵⁴ tɕiɛ⁵⁴ 

‘bed’ zangx tsaŋ³¹ tsã⁴¹ za³¹ 

‘cold’ zal tsa¹¹ tsɛ³³ tsiɛ³³ 

Finally, most Miao dialects spoken in the northern part of Honghe prefecture, specifically 

Soud, Ndrous, Sat and Dleub A, usually pronounce the velar nasal final -ng [ŋ] in joint articulation 

with a bilabial nasal (viz. [ŋm͡]) when preceded by o- ([o] or [ɔ]). Examples are given in Table 28. 

Some speakers of Dleub (Qiubei and Guangnan counties), Nzhuab (Malipo and Maguan counties) 

and Buak (Maguan county) also exhibit this feature. Similarly in northern Vietnamese, the [ŋ] final 

is usually pronounced as [ŋm͡] when following a back, rounded vowel, for example in the words 

đúng [ɗuŋm͡] ‘correct’ and không [xoŋm͡] ‘not’. 

Table 28. Examples of labial-velar nasal finals 

English SWM SWM (IPA) Souda, Ndrous, Sat, Dleub A 

‘tree’ ndongt ⁿtoŋ⁴⁴ ⁿtɔŋm͡⁵ 

‘seed’ nongb noŋ⁴³ nɔŋ͡m¹ 

‘Hmong people’ Hmongb m̥oŋ⁴³ m̥ɔŋm͡¹ 

‘sword’ ndangx ⁿtaŋ³¹ ⁿtã² (Sat ⁿtaŋ²) 

‘snake’ nangb naŋ⁴³ nã¹ (Sat naŋ¹) 

‘vine’ hmangb m̥aŋ⁴³ m̥ã¹ (Sat m̥aŋ¹) 
a Soud speakers from Wenshan prefecture recorded by the authors did not labialise velar nasal finals. 
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5.1.4 Summary of regular pronunciation differences 

The regular pronunciation differences among Honghe Miao dialects are visually portrayed in the 

chart in appendix B. A quick glance at this chart makes it immediately obvious that Sat and Shuat 

(both “Sinicised Miao”) form a sub-group of their own with several sound changes in common. 

They also share a common sound change with Dleub (“White Miao”) in which SWM –o is sometimes 

pronounced as -ao. 

The chart also clearly shows that Shib and Lens (both “Southern Hua Miao”) group together, 

with the shared loss of voiceless nasals and a merger of tones 4 and 6. Dlob and Buak (both “Black 

Miao”) form an unmistakable sub-group, with several shared onset and rhyme features as well as 

the development of a ninth tone. 

Wider dialect groupings are not immediately apparent from pronunciation differences alone. 

We must turn to other clues, such as the realisation of lexical tones (discussed in section 5.1.1 and 

summarised in appendix A) and lexical similarity (which we discuss next in section 6) to help us 

with this. 

It is noteworthy that not a single dialect of Miao in Honghe is phonologically identical to 

Standard Western Miao. Dlex Nchab is the closest, dissimilar only in its loss of retroflex stops. 39 

5.2 Irregular pronunciation differences 

In addition to regular pronunciation differences, there are some irregular pronunciation differences 

between the dialects which cannot be explained by regular sound changes. As with the regular 

pronunciation differences, these can be categorised into tone, onset and rhyme changes. Examples 

are given in Table 29. 

Table 29. Examples of irregular pronunciation differences (tone category notated) 

English SWM 
SWM 

(IPA) 

Word showing irregular pronunciation 

differences 
Location 

‘to walk’ mol mo⁴ moŋ⁴ (Lens, Shib, Nzhuab) rhyme 

‘inside’ houd hou³ ħu³ (Lens), ħo³ (Shib, Nzhuab, Bes) rhyme 

‘to carry on back’ oud ʔou³ 
ʔei³ (Lens), ʔɐi³ (Dleub), ʔəʉ⁵ (Buak), ʔei⁵ (Dlob, 

Dlex Nchab) 
rhyme 

‘3S he, she, it’ nil ni⁴ nʉ⁴ (Lens, Shib, Nzhuab, Dleub) rhyme 

‘to do’ uat ʔua⁵ quɑ⁵ (Lens) onset 

                                              
39 Taking into account all data collected by the authors in both Honghe and Wenshan prefectures, the 

phonologically closest dialects to Standard Western Miao are Hmong Bes and Hmong Nzhuab as spoken in 

Maguan county, Wenshan prefecture (see Castro and Gu 2010:24). It should be noted, though, that 

Nzhuab of Maguan county (which is almost identical to Nzhuab of Hekou county) is significantly different 

from other varieties of Nzhuab spoken further east in Malipo county and further south in Thailand, which 

are almost identical to Shib and Lens spoken in Honghe (see Castro and Gu 2010:23–25 and Johnson 

1998:30–32). 
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‘thousand’ cab tsʰa¹ tɕʰiŋ¹ (Lens), tsʰeŋ¹ (Shib, Nzhuab) rhyme 

‘child’ nyuas ɲua⁶ ɲuɜ⁷ (Lens)a, ɲuɑ⁸ (Dleub) tone 

‘when?’ touk dus tʰou⁷ tu⁶ tʰou⁸ tʉ⁶ (Lens, Dleub) tone 

‘2S you’ gaox kau² ci² (Sat), kei² (Shuat) rhyme 

‘short (in length)’ lot lo⁵ lo³(Sat, Shuat), lu³ (Dleub)  tone 

‘small’ mid mi³ mi⁵ (Dleub, Satb, Shuat, Bes, Buak, Dlob) tone 

‘breast’ mil mi⁴ mi⁵ (Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob, Dlex Nchab) tone 

‘spicy’ nzhif ɳtʂʅ⁸ ɳtʂʅ⁶ (Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Dlex Nchab) tone 

‘eight’ yif ʑi⁸ ʑi⁶ (Soud, Ndrous, Bes), ʑi⁷ (Dlex Nchab) tone 

‘muddy’ ngok ᵑko⁷ 
ᵑki⁷ (Buak), ᶮci⁷ (Dlob), ⁿtɕi⁷ (Nzhuab, Dlex 

Nchab) 
rhyme 

‘who?’ lenx dus leŋ² tʉ⁶ le² tʉ⁶ (Soud, Bes, Ndrous), ləʉ² tʉ⁶ (Shib) rhyme 

‘left (side)’ lous lou⁶ lou⁴ (Soud), ləʉ⁴ (Ndrous) tone 

‘1S I, me’ god ko³ ʔu³ (Soud), ʔo³ (Ndrous)a onset 

‘to sleep’ but pʉ⁵ pu⁵ (Soud) rhyme 

‘charcoal’ tent tʰeŋ⁵ ⁿtʰeiŋ⁵ (Ndrous) onset 

‘father’ zid tsɿ³ tsa³ (Soud), tsai³ (Bes, Nzhuab)a rhyme 
a The alternative pronunciations of ‘child’ [ɲua⁷], ‘1S I, me’ [ʔo³] and ‘father’ [tsai³] have also been 

observed in Hmong Shib speech in Wenshan county (Diana Cohen, personal communication, 15 May 

2010). 
b This word can also be pronounced [mi³] in Sat. 

6. Lexical comparison 

The vocabularies of the Honghe Miao dialects are extremely similar and the vast majority of words 

are historical cognates. However, there are some lexical differences between the dialects and the 

dialects can be grouped according to common shared lexical items. 

6.1 Lexical similarity 

In order to gain insight into the relative lexical similarity of one dialect to another, we calculated 

lexical similarity percentages between all the Honghe Miao dialects. We use the term “lexical 

similarity” advisedly; our approach bears no relation to the largely discredited (see Campbell 

2004:200) method of “glottochronology” (not synonymous with “lexicostatistics”, incidentally) 

originally propounded by Swadesh (1952, 1955). Rather, by means of counting relative numbers of 

likely historical cognates, we hope to gain some measure of divergence between the dialects. 

Heggarty (2010:307ff.) defends the validity of such an approach, which is based on the 

suppositions that (a) the varieties in question are all descended from one proto language and (b) 

the more two varieties have diverged, the more cognates inherited from their common ancestor 

language will have been lost. Lexical divergence could occur either due to the replacement of older 

words by loanwords, or to the meanings of cognate words diverging semantically (semantic shift) 

to such an extent that they are no longer elicited for the same meaning slots. 
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In calculating the lexical similarity between the Miao dialects of Honghe, we employ a 

method significantly different from the “lexicostatistics” method described by Blair (1990:30–32). 

This is because our primary aim is not to find out the likelihood of inherent intelligibility between 

the dialects.40 Rather, we hope to determine the relative number of historical cognates shared by 

the different dialects. Shared historical sound changes are thus a key factor in our computations. 

The resulting percentages are significantly higher than they would be if we had calculated them 

using a purely lexicostatistic approach. 

In general, if two words can be shown to be historical cognates by virtue of the fact that 

any differences in pronunciation can be explained by regular diachronic41 sound changes, we count 

them as “similar”. For example, the word for ‘spoon’ is [tɬa³] in Lens and [ʔdiɛ³] in Dleub. The 

differences in pronunciations of the onset and rhyme can both be explained by regular sound 

changes which we described in section 5.1. Therefore, we count these two words as “similar”. 

‘Green’ is pronounced [ⁿtʂuɑ¹] in Soud and [ᵐpʲa¹] in Sat, and again they are both counted as 

similar because they are clearly historical cognates. 

If two words are pronounced differently and the difference in pronunciation cannot be 

explained by regular diachronic sound changes, we count the words as “dissimilar”. For example, 

in most dialects the word for ‘1S I, me’ is [ko³]. However, in Soud and Ndrous, it is pronounced [ʔo³] 

od. We count these two words as dissimilar, because the loss of the g- onset in Soud and Ndrous 

cannot be explained by any regular sound change rules. 42 Similarly, the word for ‘2S you’ is [kau²] 

in most dialects, whereas it is pronounced [ci²] in Sat. Again, we count these two forms as 

“dissimilar”, because the different rhyme cannot be explained by regular diachronic sound change 

rules. 

                                              
40 Blair suggests there is a direct link between lexical similarity and “inherent intelligibility”. He 

claims that lexical similarity between two speech varieties of under sixty percent, calculated using the 

method which he prescribes, indicates that inherent intelligibility is likely to be low (Blair 1990:24–25). 

“Inherent intelligibility” refers to comprehension between speakers of two different dialects due to 

linguistic similarity rather than comprehension due to frequent contact between dialects (which is known 

as “acquired intelligibility”).  
41 Although the sound changes in section 5.1 are generally described in a synchronic manner, most of 

them do in fact constitute diachronic sound changes. The historical development of these sound changes 

are examined in Castro and Gu 2010. 
42 In reality, these forms may be in free variation within a number of lects. Certainly, both forms [ko³] 

and [ʔo³] for ‘1S I, me’ have been observed by others in Hmong Shib speech too (Diana Cohen, personal 

communication, 15 May 2010). However, the authors had no way of scientifically confirming whether 

such free variation occurs within each and every dialect surveyed. We work on the assumption that the 

pronunciations that we transcribed are typical for speakers within each dialect. Even if this is a false 

assumption, it should have a minimal effect on the overall lexical similarity percentages, because such 

instances of potential free variation are rare in our word list. 
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Occasional changes in tone are much more common than changes in onset or rhyme. 

Therefore, we count words as “similar” if their pronunciations are identical barring only their tones. 

For example, ‘child’ is pronounced [ɲua⁶] in most dialects, but in Dleub it is pronounced [ɲuɑ⁸]. We 

count these two forms as similar. 

When a word has more than one syllable, we count them as dissimilar if at least one of 

their component syllables is dissimilar. For example, in most dialects the word for ‘door’ is khaod 

drongx. This word is a combination of khaod, meaning ‘hole’ and drongx, meaning ‘table’. However, 

the common way of referring to a ‘door’ in Shuat is nais drongx, which literally means ‘big table’. 

We count these two words as dissimilar because the first syllable in each form is dissimilar. 

Our resulting lexical similarity percentages are given in Table 30. We include Shuat as 

spoken in Wenshan prefecture in our calculations. The highest similarity percentage is between 

Ndrous and Soud which share 97.5 percent of their vocabularies. The lowest similarity percentage is 

between Shuat and Dlob B which share only 77.9 percent of their vocabularies. 

Table 30. Lexical similarity percentages between Honghe Miao dialects 
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Ndrous 97.5 

Bes 96.3 97.2 

Dlex Nchab 89.6 89.6 91.2 

Dlob A 92.8 92.9 93.1 92.3 

Dlob B 90.5 88.4 91.5 90.2 96.3 

Buak 91.2 92.7 92.4 90.7 94.0 93.2 

Nzhuab 91.6 91.0 92.4 89.6 91.2 86.8 89.4 

Shib 89.4 90.4 91.2 89.1 91.0 86.8 89.2 91.9 

Lens 90.5 91.7 91.9 89.5 92.6 89.3 89.1 92.1 95.2 

Dleub A 90.0 89.6 89.8 84.2 91.4 85.8 88.2 88.6 90.5 91.6 

Dleub B 83.0 83.6 86.4 84.1 85.2 85.2 81.4 84.1 87.0 89.1 88.7 

Sat 81.7 83.2 83.8 83.1 84.5 83.7 83.2 81.1 83.9 84.7 84.0 82.5 

Shuat 80.3 80.9 82.2 79.2 81.8 77.9 81.8 79.6 82.0 81.7 83.7 79.7 88.4 

It should be noted that the lexical similarity percentages for Dlob B, Dleub B and Dlex 

Nchab are not directly comparable with the scores for the other dialects because they were 

calculated using a subset of just 180 words,43 whereas the scores for the other dialects are based 

upon the full 447-item word list. 

WPGMA (Weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) cluster analysis applied to 

these lexical similarity percentages results in the dendogram given in Figure 13. 

                                              
43 See section 4. Methodology. 
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Figure 13 Clustering of Honghe Miao dialects (WPGMA) based on lexical similarity. 

 

This clustering analysis shows that Bes, Ndrous and Soud fall into a cluster of highly 

lexically similar dialects, as do Buak and Dlob (both of which share the Chinese exonym “Black 

Miao” in some areas). We refer to these five dialects collectively as “Northern Hua Miao”. We 

borrow this term from Johnson (1998) but, unlike Johnson, we include Black Miao within this 

category. At least several of these dialect groups are known in Chinese as “Hua Miao” (“Flowery 

Miao”) and they have very similar phonetic features to the variety of Miao spoken further north in 

western Guizhou province upon which Standard Western Miao is based, especially in terms of their 

tones.44 

The WPGMA analysis also indicates that Lens, Shib and Nzhuab fall into a common dialect 

cluster. We follow Johnson (1998:22, 28–32) in referring to these three dialects collectively as 

“Southern Hua Miao”. Not only are many of them known as “Hua Miao” (“Flowery Miao”) by local 

Chinese, but also they predominantly live in the southernmost areas of Honghe and Wenshan, as 

well as in large numbers further south in Vietnam, Laos and Thailand. This grouping also matches 

that suggested by common phonetic tonal features. 

The positioning of Dlex Nchab is somewhat problematic. Our lexical similarity calculation 

indicates that it is slightly closer to Northern Hua Miao than Southern Hua Miao. However, its 

tones are phonetically identical to Nzhuab and very similar to Lens and Shib, suggesting it should be 

grouped with Southern Hua Miao. 

Dleub (“White Miao”), Sat and Shuat appear to be outliers, and the latter two dialects fall 

into a mini-cluster of their own, which we refer to as “Sinicised Miao” due to the common 

derivation of their autonyms. 

                                              
44 Johnson (1998:22) also classifies Standard Western Miao as a variety of “Northern Hua Miao”. 
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6.2 Vocabulary differences 

We now give some examples of vocabulary differences between the Miao dialects in Honghe. In 

this section we utilise the standard orthography for Standard Western Miao rather than transcribe 

the lexical items in IPA. Most pronunciation differences between the dialects will therefore not be 

apparent. We do this because we wish to highlight vocabulary items which are etymologically 

different rather than phonetically different. Spellings will usually match those given in Xian’s (2000) 

Xin Miao-Han Cidian [New Miao-Chinese Dictionary] and Xiong and Cohen’s (2005) Student’s 

Practical Miao-Chinese-English Handbook. 

However, because the phonology of Sat and Shuat is significantly different from the other 

varieties, we use a slightly modified orthography for these dialects. We use extra graphemes for 

sounds which occur only in Sat and Shuat. These are listed in Table 31. 

Table 31. Extra graphemes for representing Sinicised Miao sounds 

IPA Grapheme 

Example 

English 
SWM modified 

orthography 
Dialect 

pʲ by- ‘rock’ byat Sat 

ᵐpʲ nby- ‘green’ nbyab Sat 

pʲʰ py- ‘to blow’ pyab Sat 

mʲ my- ‘to listen’ myongms Sat 

m̥ʲ hmy- ‘wolf’ hmyangt Sat 

fʲ fy- ‘liver’ fyeb Shuat 

vʲ vy- ‘to hide (sth.)’ vyek Shuat 

tʲ dy- ‘to laugh’ dyaok Sat 

ⁿtʲ ndy- ‘to drip’ ndyaos Sat 

tʲʰ ty- ‘to insert’ tyaik Sat 

ⁿtʲʰ nty- ‘to search’ ntyaid Sat 

ɛi -ei ‘to live’ jeix Shuat, contrasts with ‘buckwheat’ jex 

ʐ ̩ -r ‘five’ brd Shuat 

 

Different vocabulary items can generally be grouped into words characteristic of 

“Northern Hua Miao” varieties, those characteristic of “Southern Hua Miao” varieties, those 

characteristic of White Miao and those characteristic of Sinicised Miao. The fact that words that are 

listed as “characteristic” of particular dialects does not mean that speakers of these dialects do not 

understand or occasionally use other words for the same concept. It simply means that in these 

particular dialects, the word listed as “characteristic” is the one most commonly used, as identified 

by native speakers. 
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Dlex Nchab speakers use words characteristic of both Northern Hua Miao and Southern 

Hua Miao, perhaps because they are geographically located between a predominantly Dlob area 

and a predominantly Lens area and have been influenced by both dialects. 

6.2.1 Northern Hua Miao vocabulary 

Words which are particularly characteristic of Northern Hua Miao dialects are listed in Table 32. 

Most of these “Northern Hua Miao” words are also used in Standard Western Miao, and the words 

listed as “used in other dialects” are used in most varieties of Southern Hua Miao and White Miao. 

The chart clearly shows that Soud, Ndrous and Bes share many common words, as do the “Black 

Miao” dialects Buak and Dlob. 

Table 32. Vocabulary characteristic of Northern Hua Miao dialects 

English 
Northern Hua 

Miao word 

Dialects in which Northern Hua 

Miao word occurs 

Word used in 

other dialects 

‘to search’ zhaod 
Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob, Dlex 

Nchab 
ntrad 

‘to lead’ xik 
Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob, Dlex 

Nchaba 
jaox 

‘neck’ got dlangb Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob jangx dlangb 

‘to pass, cross’ dluatb Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob tlout 

‘to hide (sth.)’ nzheuk Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob raik 

‘bed’ qeut Soud, Ndrous, Bes, Buak, Dlob c zangx 

‘to breathe’ hluk bangt Soud, Ndrous, Buak, Dlob uat bangtd 

‘to sing’ 
tangfe Soud, Bes, Buak, Dlob haik, hot 

(+ngoux)f gheut Ndrous 

‘daytime’ dal/dangl hnob Soud, Ndrous, Bes ndruab hnob 

‘bad’ cheudg Soud, Ndrous, Bes pefg 

‘what?’ lak zhit Soud, Ndrous, Bes dlangb zhit 

‘where?’ khaid/khaod dush Soud, Ndrous, Bes haod dus 

‘1S I, me’ odi Soud, Ndrous god 

‘3PL they’ 
rel Soudj, Ndrous 

leud, buab 
jos Buak, Dlob 

‘shaman’ dob nenb Bes, Buak, Dlob, Dlex Nchab zid nenb 

‘to laugh’ drok Buak, Dlob, Dlex Nchab luas 

‘aunt  (father’s sister)’ muaf nyangx Buak, Dlob (box+) nyangx 

‘inside’ ndruabk Buak, Dlob houd 

‘how?’ uat nyangd Buak, Dlob uat jangl 
aAccording to Zhang (personal communication, 7 June 2010), Hmong Soud and Bes also use the word 

jaox, but it means ‘to wear’, as in ‘to wear a watch’. 
bPronounced [kuɑ⁴⁴] in Buak and Dlob. 
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cZhang (personal communication, 7 June 2010) indicates that many Hmong Shib also only use the word 

qeut (a shortened form of qeut but ‘a place to sleep’) for ‘bed’ and don’t recognise the term zangx. 

However, the authors did not encounter the word qeut for ‘bed’ at any of the Southern Hua Miao or 

White Miao data points visited, either in Honghe or Wenshan. 
dZhaot bangt is also used in Lens, Soud, Ndrous and Bes. Bangt means ‘air’. Strictly speaking, zhaot means 

‘to breathe out, blow’, hluk means ‘to breathe in, suck’ and uat means ‘to do’. When talking about 

‘breathing’ in general, though, Soud, Ndrous, Buak and Dlob tend to say hluk bangt, whereas the other 

dialects tend to say uat bangt. 
eTangf is a Chinese loanword, cf. section 6.3.2. Data collected by the authors in Wenshan county 

indicates that Hmong Shib in Wenshan also regularly use this word instead of haik or hot. 
fHaik is the regular Miao word for ‘to speak’. Hot is usually used as part of the word hot ngoux ‘to sing’. 

Hot ngoux is generally used by Southern Hua Miao and Dlex Nchab whereas haik is used by White Miao. 
gBoth pef and cheud are Chinese loanwords, cf. sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. Pef is usually used by Southern 

Hua Miao, White Miao and Dlex Nchab. Xiong Yuyou (personal communication, 26 December 2010) 

points out that there is another word for “bad” which occurs only in Miao traditional songs: zhid. This 

is perhaps the most “ancient” Miao word for “bad”. 
hKhaod is a general word for ‘hole’ and is pronounced identically across all Miao dialects in Honghe. 

By extension of meaning, khaod also means a ‘specific location’ and as such occurs as the first syllable 

of the words ‘where?’, ‘here’ and ‘there’. Dus is a versatile interrogative morpheme that can attach to 

many nouns in order to ask ‘which/which one’ about that noun. Thus khaod dus literally means 

‘specific place + which’ to form ‘where?’ When khaod is used in such words as ‘where?’, ‘here’ and 

‘there’, its pronunciation varies among different dialects: Southern Hua Miao and White Miao dialects 

tend to use haod (although not always) and Northern Miao dialects tend to use khaid or khaod. 
iOther sources say that this is not peculiar to Northern Hua Miao. According to Zhang (personal 

communication, 7 June 2010), Hmong Dleub in Donggan 董干镇, Malipo county, Wenshan prefecture 

also say od for ‘1S I, me’, as well as saying aox for ‘2S you’ instead of the standard form gaox. Diana 

Cohen (personal communication, 15 May 2010) has also heard od spoken by Hmong Shib in Wenshan. 

It is possible that the omission of the initial plosive is an influence from local Mandarin dialect, which 

often pronounces ‘1S I, me’ as [ʔo] rather than the standard [wo]. 
jIn Soud, rel is articulated with a mid-rising tone (which does not match any of Soud’s tone categories 

and which occurs only in extremely rare instances, for example on the measure word dos when it 

follows directional prefixes such as dis ‘in front of us’ and daof ‘to the side’). Rel is sometimes preceded 

by mex (in Kaiyuan city and Yanshan county) and lax (in Qiubei county). 
kAccording to Zhang (personal communication, 7 June 2010), ndruab is used by all dialects on more 

formal occasions. The Buak and Dlob visited by the authors, however, use this form on all occasions 

and do not recognise the word houd. 

6.2.2 Southern Hua Miao vocabulary 

Words which are particularly characteristic of Southern Hua Miao dialects are listed in Table 33. 

An asterisk indicates that the Southern Hua Miao form is characteristic of Nzhuab spoken abroad 

and in Malipo county, Wenshan prefecture, but it is not used by Nzhuab in Maguan or Hekou 

counties (Xiong and Cohen 2005). In terms of lexicon, Nzhuab of Hekou and Maguan bears much 

more similarity to the Northern Miao dialects, possibly due to close contact with them. 
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Table 33. Vocabulary characteristic of Southern Hua Miao dialects 

English 
Southern Hua 

Miao word 

Dialects in which Southern Hua 

Miao word occurs 
SWM 

‘3PL they’ buab Shib, Lens, Nzhuab, Dlex Nchab nil nbaos 

‘person’ duab nens Shib, Lens, Nzhuab* a nenb 

‘to hide, avoid’ ndraif Shib, Lens, Nzhuab* ngouf, ndraifb 

‘inside’ hod Shib, Lens, Nzhuab* houdc 

‘fire’ shuad deul Shib, Nzhuab hluad deulc 

‘to weigh’ gidd Shib, Nzhuab* lox 

‘a plain’ daxe Lens, Nzhuab ndrangl 
a According to Zhang (personal communication, 7 June 2010), duab nens was originally a term used 

exclusively by Shib, but is now spreading rapidly to other dialects. 
b Hmong Ndrous also recognises the word ndraif. According to Zhang (personal communication, 7 

June 2010), ndraif is the most correct term for ‘to hide, avoid’, whereas the core meaning of ngouf is 

‘to retract, shrink in’, such as the head of a turtle shrinking back into its shell or the tip of a ball 

point pen retracting into the pen barrel. By extension, ngouf also means ‘to hide, avoid’ and can be 

used interchangeably with ndraif. However, our data shows that almost all dialects apart from 

Southern Hua Miao no longer use the word ndraif, and only recognise ngouf. 
c Possibly cognate with Southern Hua Miao hod, but there are no other instances of such a sound 

change. 
d Hmong Dleub also has the word gid, but it is used only as a measure word meaning 500 grams. In 

Shib and Nzhuab, gid can mean ‘a scale’, ‘to weigh’ or ‘500 grams’ (Zhang, personal communication, 7 

June 2010), and they do not recognise the word lox. 
e Technically, ndrangl means ‘large plain’ and dax means ‘meadow, small plain’ (Zhang, personal 

communication, 7 June 2010). In all dialects, dax also means ‘flat’. Lens and Nzhuab appear not to 

recognise the word ndrangl and only use dax. 

6.2.3 White Miao vocabulary 

Words particularly characteristic of White Miao are listed in Table 34. 

Table 34. Vocabulary characteristic of White Miao 

English White Miao form SWM 

‘grain’ cod nzhab 

‘man’ zid nenx yeus 

‘wife’ box naf, pronounced [pɑu⁴² niɛ²¹] box 

‘aunt’ poux nyangx 

‘to play (a wind instrument)’ chuaba chod 

‘to sing’ haikb hot (+ngoux) 

‘to drag, pull’ luab, luas hait 

‘to dye fully’ rangkc drouk 

‘when’ touf dus, touk dusd dangd dus 
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‘everyone’ sheud dleul duaf cix, cuat dol 

‘2PL you’ nenxe mex 

‘3PL they’ leud nil nbaos 
aChuab means ‘to blow’ in all Miao dialects, but Dleub is the only variety not to have a separate word 

for ‘to blow/play a wind instrument’. 
bHaik is the regular word for ‘to speak’ in all dialects, but only Dleub seems not to have a separate 

word for ‘to sing’. 
cRangk is a Chinese loanword (see section 6.3.2). See section 6.2.5 for further discussion on the 

various Miao words for ‘to dye’. 
dBoth forms are used in all dialects. Dangd dus is asking for a more specific time than touk dus, which 

asks for a general timeframe (Zhang, personal communication, 7 June 2010). However, touf/touk dus 

is used more frequently by White Miao. 
eMost Hmong Dleub in Wenshan prefecture pronounce this nex, without nasalisation on the rhyme. 

White Miao is the only dialect in south-eastern Yunnan which fully preserves the dual 

forms of personal pronouns, although only in southern Jinping county (data point #03). Sinicised 

Miao in Wenshan (Shuat) partially preserves them. Other dialects simply use the words for ‘1PL we’, 

‘2PL you’ and ‘3PL they’ with ‘two + classifier’. The personal pronoun dual forms are summarised 

in Table 35. 

Table 35. Personal pronoun dual forms 

English Dleub Ba Shuat Other Honghe dialects 

‘1DL we’ ub ob (+aob dos)b beb aob dos 

‘2DL you’ nenb nib (+aob dos) mex/nenx aob dos 

‘3DL they’ ngeuf leud aob dos buab/leud aob dos 
aIn Wenshan prefecture, only Hmong Dleub in Malipo county preserves these personal pronoun dual 

forms, but it pronounces ‘2DL you’ as [nei¹], without nasalisation on the rhyme. 
bAob dos simply means ‘two + classifier’. We place ‘aob dos’ in parentheses because it is optional in 

everyday speech. 

6.2.4 Sinicised Miao vocabulary 

The Sinicised Miao dialects, Sat and Shuat, are the most lexically divergent. The lexical similarity 

percentages calculated in section 6.1 indicate that their vocabularies are most similar to White 

Miao (Dleub). In common with White Miao, they both use the word cod for ‘grain’, raik for ‘to hide 

(sth.)’, a variant of luas for ‘to drag’ and a variant of leud for ‘3PL they’. However, Sinicised Miao 

occasionally uses a Northern Hua Miao word, for example xik for ‘to lead’, dyaok/zhaok for ‘to 

laugh’ (written drok and pronounced [ʈo³³] in Standard Western Miao) and a variant of ndruab for 

‘inside’. 

However, there is much vocabulary that is unique to Sinicised Miao dialects. Examples of 

unique Sinicised Miao vocabulary are given in Table 36. In all these examples, the Sat and Shuat 
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forms are cognates. Note that in this section we use a modified orthography for Sinicised Miao 

words and the standard orthography for other words. 

There are several words which commonly comprise a combination of two morphemes in 

Standard Western Miao and other Western Miao dialects (such as ‘fire’ hluad deul, ‘head’ doub hout 

etc.) but only constitute a single morpheme in Sinicised Miao (viz. ‘fire’ deul, ‘head’ hout etc.). This 

“split-word” phenomenon is common across Miao-Yao dialects and is discussed in more detail by 

Chen Qiguang (2000). 

Table 36. Vocabulary unique to Sinicised Miao 

English Sat Shuat 
Word usually used in 

Western Miao 

‘fire’ deul deul hluad deul, shuad deula 

‘person’ hmongbb hmongb nenb, duab nens 

‘aunt (father’s sister)’ baox maf, naif maf baox maf nyangx, poux 

‘herbal doctor’ gyuk gyab guk gab guk chuax 

‘child’ dob dob, dob nyuaf dob dob nyuas, mid nyuas 

‘head’ hout hout doub hout 

‘nose’ nbus nbus khaod nzhus 

‘eyes’ mas mas khaod muas 

‘pus’ lux lux bous 

‘to cut’ cut cut congd 

‘to walk’ sut sut mongl, mol 

‘to stand’ ntyangt nchangt ndrel 

‘to avoid, to hide’ byid brd ngouf, ndraif 

‘to throw, discard’ baod baod laif 

‘to weigh’ zhit zhit lox 

‘to sing’ gyib gyib hot (+ngoux) 

‘round’ ngyongd ngongd kwenx, kwinx, yunx 

‘shallow’ nyail nyeil ndad, ndlad 

‘2S you’ gyix gyex, gex gaox 

‘everyone’ ib ndal, ndal nat ib ndas duaf cix, cuat dol 

‘Clf: group’ ndas ndas bangb, pub, dangd, nbaox 
a Deul means ‘fire’ in all dialects. However, in non-Sinicised Miao varieties, deul is almost always 

preceded by the modifier hluad or shuad, whereas in Sinicised Miao dialects, deul is usually used on 

its own without a modifier. 
b Hmongb is used in other dialects to specifically refer to the Hmong people and is also sometimes 

used to mean ‘person’ in general. Sinicised Miao is the only dialect which does not use the word nenb 

or nens for ‘person’. 
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Sat and Shuat also differ significantly from each other. Although their phonological 

similarities indicate that they both belong to the Sinicised Miao group, they both possess several 

lexical items which do not share a common root. Examples of these are given in Table 37. 

Table 37. Lexical differences between Gejiu’s Hmong Sat and Funing’s Hmong Shuat 

English Sat Shuat 
Word usually used in 

Western Miao 

‘mountain’ dyongb nzhent drongb 

‘slope, hillside’ ncangb (= ‘steep’) jangx daos daox 

‘lake’ fuxa bangl bangl 

‘grass’ ndyaox byaf ndraox 

‘son’ dob jangf dob yeus dob, mid dob 

‘daughter’ dob ncaik dob baox ncaik, mid ncaik 

‘son-in-law’ zid ved, at vout dob vout voud 

‘shaman’ ad mof ab mof, yeuf mof zid nenb, dob nenb 

‘fist’ dlox des nzhis ndris 

‘alcohol’ nzongx jeud, ghoub jeud, ghoub 

‘to breathe’ jongl raos at bangt uat bangt, hluk bangt 

‘to pen up’ gyeut ghaok geut 

‘to drag, pull’ las dlas hait, luas (Dleub) 

‘to go out’ molb deuf deuf 

‘to sew’ nzid seuk seuk 

‘to dye’ fongt kyid fongt, droukc 

‘to drip’ ndyaos fyaot ndros 

‘ragged’ ndlas nblas ndluas 

‘right (side)’ ghab nangdd sik sik 

‘inside’ ndyob nzhab houd 

‘1PL we’ bib leud beb ndas beb 

‘2PL you’ nyix leud nex ndas mex 

‘3PL they’ nyil leud leut ndas nil nbaos 

‘some’ ib xibe ib cait ib cat, ib jaod 
aFux is borrowed from Chinese 湖. Sat speakers do not recognise the usual word bangl. 
bIn Sat, the general word for ‘to walk’ is sut, see Table 36, and the word for ‘to go out’ is mol, which 

means ‘to walk’ in most other dialects. 
cIn SWM and in most dialects of Honghe, drouk means ‘to dye completely and irreversibly’, as in 

dyeing cloth in a basin, whereas fongt means ‘to add some colour (often temporarily)’, as in dyeing 

thread or dyeing one’s hair. Sat uses the word fongt to cover all senses of ‘to dye’, whereas Shuat uses 

a totally different word, kyid for all meanings of ‘to dye’. See section 6.2.5 for further discussion on 

the various Miao words for ‘to dye’. 
dSat also uses the modifier ghab in the word ‘left (side)’ ghab lous. 
eBorrowed from Chinese 些. Sat does not recognise any of the other forms for this word. 
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6.2.5 Semantic shift 

In addition to the lexical differences described above, there are also some semantic differences 

between the same lexical items in different dialects. We do not attempt to postulate how these 

instances of semantic shift occurred, but merely describe a few of them as points of interest. Most 

cases of semantic shift have occurred with verbs, although there are also some nouns that have 

shifted slightly in meaning. 

In most dialects of Honghe Miao there are two words for ‘to dye’. Drouk usually means ‘to 

immerse in a basin of dye’, for example when dyeing cloth. Fongt usually means ‘to dye a small part 

of a piece of cloth’, ‘to add colour’ or ‘to dye thread or hair’. Drouk indicates a more permanent 

form of dyeing, whereas fongt indicates a form of dyeing that is temporary and can be washed out. 

Some dialects of Miao, however, have lost the semantic distinction between these two types of 

‘dyeing’, and now use only one word to cover both meanings. Ndrous and Sat use fongt for both 

meanings. Shuat in Wenshan prefecture uses an entirely different word, kyid, for both meanings. 

Dleub A uses a Chinese loan word, rangk, to cover both meanings, as does Dleub in Qiubei county, 

Wenshan prefecture. Dleub B also uses rangk as a general term for ‘to dye’, and it uses fongt to mean 

‘to cover with mud, paint, etc.’ 

Several dialects have two words for ‘to carry on one’s back’. Ed or oud (or something 

sounding similar) is used exclusively for carrying a child (usually on one’s back in a sling). Drik is a 

more general term for carrying a load on one’s back. In Soud, Dlex Nchab and Dlob, drik is very 

rarely used, and oud or et has become a general term to mean ‘to carry anything on one’s back’. 

Speakers of Dlex Nchab claim that drik is a Lens word which is identical in meaning to their own 

word et. In actual fact, speakers of Lens use both ed and drik. Most varieties of White Miao do not 

use the word drik at all. Ndrous, on the other hand, only uses drik and does not even recognise the 

word ed, oud or equivalent. 

Most dialects of Honghe Miao have two words for ‘to borrow’. Ghed means ‘to borrow a 

specific item which must be returned’, whereas zaik (possibly an ancient loanword from Chinese 借) 

means ‘to borrow something which must be returned in kind’. Zaik is often used for borrowing 

money or food, when the lender does not expect the exact same item (i.e. the same bank notes or 

the same rice) to be returned; rather they expect something of the same value to be given in return 

at some point in the future. Ghed is more often used for borrowing something for a short length of 

time, when the lender wants the exact same item returned, for example borrowing an ox for a day 

to plough the fields or borrowing a mobile phone to make a quick phone call. Dlob A, Buak, Sat, 

Shuat, Dleub A and Nzhuab (Maguan county) no longer use the word ghed and instead use the word 

zaik to mean any kind of ‘borrowing’. Dlob, Dleub and Nzhuab speakers further south, closer to the 

border with Vietnam (that is to say, Dlob B and Dleub B, both in Jinping county, and Nzhuab in 

Malipo and Hekou counties) retain the use of and semantic distinction between ghed and zaik. 

There are many words for ‘to give’. Some of the meanings of these words have shifted 

from dialect to dialect. For example, in Southern Hua Miao dialects, bob is a general word for ‘to 
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give’ (see also Lyman 1974:266) and keuk specifically means to ‘to pick something up and give to 

someone’ (see also Lyman 1974:147). In all Northern Hua Miao dialects, keuk is used as the generic 

term for ‘to give’, and bob is used by some varieties (e.g. Ndrous, Buak) to mean ‘to separate some 

out and give to’. Sinicised Miao speakers do not use the word keuk at all. Instead, they use bob as a 

generic term for ‘to give’. White Miao speakers use either bob or muab as the generic form for ‘to 

give’ (interestingly, Green Hmong in Thailand also uses muab in the sense of ‘to give’, Lyman 

1974:185). 

In Southern Hua Miao dialects, nquad means ‘to spill over’ (Lyman 1974:242), in the sense 

of knocking a cup of water and causing water to spill out. In White Miao, however, nquad means 

‘to pour out completely’, for example in the sense of pouring out all of the tea from a teapot. 

Neither White Miao nor Sinicised Miao has a specific word for ‘to spill over’. Speakers of Soud and 

Ndrous use nquad to mean ‘to spill over’, like Southern Hua Miao, and hlid to mean ‘to pour away 

something that is unwanted’. Southern Hua Miao dialects do not have the word hlid, instead they 

use loub, which is a more general term for ‘to pour’, also used by Northern Hua Miao dialects and 

Sinicised Miao. In Bes, nquad means ‘to pour away something that is unwanted’ and ndluad means 

‘to spill over’. Speakers of Dlex Nchab say that nquad is a Lens word – they use the word dlouk for 

‘to spill’ instead. 

In Standard Western Miao, luaf dlex is the correct term for “real” swimming whereas 

dlangt dlex refers to splashing around in the water for fun. Dlangt by itself means ‘to roll back and 

forth’, such as a water buffalo rolling back and forth in a mud pool to keep cool. Hmong Nzhuab (as 

spoken in Malipo and Maguan counties and in Thailand) and Hmong Dleub spoken in Malipo county 

(but not, it seems, elsewhere) retain this distinction. However, in all other dialects, luaf dlex 

appears to have fallen out of use and dlangt dlex is used instead to refer to any form of swimming 

or playing in the water. 

Examples of nouns which exhibit semantic shift are dlad ‘spoon’, deut ‘foot’, zid nenx ‘man’ 

and dax ‘a plain’. In most dialects, dlad refers to a small spoon, such as for drinking soup, and fub 

refers to a large spoon or ladle, such as for scooping water or serving rice. In many dialects of 

White Miao, however, dlad (pronounced [ʔdiɛ³]) is a generic word referring to a spoon or a ladle. 

Dleub A and Dleub in Qiubei county, Wenshan prefecture, use a Chinese loanword chaob [tʂʰau¹] for 

‘spoon’, and another loanword pyaob gengb [pʲʰau¹ kəŋ¹] (from Chinese 调羹 [tʰiau² kəŋ¹]) for a 

‘small spoon’. Dlob A also uses pyaox gengb [pʲʰau² kəŋ¹] for a ‘small spoon’. 

Many dialects distinguish between deut ‘foot’ and jis or jes ‘leg’. Northern Hua Miao 

dialects, however, have just one word, deut, which means both ‘foot’ and ‘leg’. The most commonly 

used word for ‘man’ or ‘husband’ is zid nenx in White Miao and yeus in other dialects (Lyman 

1974:363). Lens, however, also has the word zid nenx, but it means ‘a real man, i.e. a strong and 

brave man’ (see Lyman 1974:103 zid nenx ghuak yeuf), in contrast with yeus which is the general 

term for ‘man’. In all dialects, dax means ‘flat’. In Southern Hua Miao dialects (and in Dlob B), dax 

also means ‘a plain or valley (for growing crops)’ by extension (Lyman 1974:311), whereas other 
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dialects have a separate word, ndrangl, which refers specifically to ‘a plain or valley (for growing 

crops)’. 

These are only a few examples of semantic shift among the Miao dialects of Honghe. 

There are also numerous examples of minor semantic shift that has occurred in specific locations 

for specific words, which do not appear to have systematically occurred for particular branches of 

Miao, thus we do not catalogue them here. 

6.3 Chinese loanwords 

Due to continued contact with Chinese-speaking peoples, the Miao have borrowed words from 

Chinese into their own language throughout their history, from very early times to the present day. 

There is some debate amongst historical linguists as to the direction of borrowing of some of these 

words in ancient times, although the generally accepted view is that most borrowing occurred in 

the direction of Chinese into Miao (Mortensen 2000:5–6). Lyman (1974:41) claims that Chinese 

loanwords can generally be identified according to a set of criteria including “all unanalysable 

polysyllabic words; ... all artifacts, utensils, instruments, tools, weapons and articles of clothing; all 

higher numerals; all words consisting of extra-systematic phonemes.” 

Mortensen (2000) has written an in-depth study detailing a large number of Chinese loans 

into Western Miao, drawing upon a corpus of Miao data derived from Heimbach’s (1980) White 

Hmong dictionary, Xiong et al.’s (1988) dictionary of Mong Leng (Green Hmong) and Lyman’s 

(1974) dictionary of Mong Njua, supplemented by his own field notes. He divides Chinese loans 

into three substrata: “modern loans”, “pre-modern loans” and “ancient loans”. He bases his 

estimations of time-depth upon data from modern Southwest Mandarin (primarily Chengdu 

dialect45) and Old Mandarin,46 Middle Chinese47 (as reconstructed by Pulleyblank 1984, 1991) and 

Old Chinese48 (as reconstructed by Baxter 1992) respectively. He estimated the likely time-depth of 

borrowing into Miao based upon a comparison between the current pronunciation in Miao and the 

phonemic inventory of the various old forms of Mandarin. 

                                              
45 Mortensen used data from Chengdu dialect because he didn’t have access to a large pool of data 

from other dialects of Southwest Mandarin, such as Guizhou Hua or Yunnanese, which would have been 

more likely sources of loanwords into Western Miao (Mortensen 2000:16). 
46 “Old Mandarin” refers to the Mandarin pronunciation given in Zhōngyuán Yīnyùn 中原音韵, a Yuan 

dynasty rhyming book published in 1324, presumably based on standard Mandarin as spoken in Beijing, 

the capital of the day. This is essentially the same as Pulleyblank’s (1991:3–4) “Early Mandarin”. 
47 “Middle Chinese” refers to the Chinese language as it was spoken during the sixth to tenth centuries 

AD. It can be divided into two strata: Early Middle Chinese and Late Middle Chinese. The sound systems 

of Early Middle Chinese were codified in the Qièyùn 切韵, completed in 601 AD (early Sui dynasty). The 

sound systems of Late Middle Chinese were codified in the Yùnjīng 韵经, composed in the mid-late Tang 

dynasty (Pulleyblank 1991:2–3). 
48 “Old Chinese” refers to “any variety of the Chinese of early and mid Zhōu” (Baxter 1992:25). “Early 

and mid Zhou” equates to the eleventh and tenth centuries BC. 
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Our data shows that there is also a set of very recent loanwords which are not used by 

overseas Miao. We refer to these as “contemporary loanwords”, to distinguish them from “modern 

loanwords”, which were probably borrowed in the last few hundred years before the migration of 

Miao to South-East Asia.  

In our discussion of non-contemporary loanwords, we shall refer to Early Mandarin, 

Middle Chinese and Old Chinese, in addition to Proto-Miao (Wang 1994) and Proto-Miao-Yao 

(Wang and Mao 1995). One key factor in determining a pre-modern Chinese loanword is a shared 

tone category. In both Middle Chinese and Proto-Miao, there are four proto tones: *A, *B, *C and 

*D (referred to in Chinese as píng 平, shǎng 上, qù 去 and rù 入). *D originally occurred only on 

checked syllables, whereas *A, *B and *C occurred only on unchecked syllables. In many dialects of 

both Chinese and Miao, these four tones then split off into eight contrastive tones depending on 

whether the proto-onset was fully voiced or not (Pulleyblank 1978, Michaud 2009, Wang 1994). 

Following convention (Ratliff 1992:22), we shall refer to the tone category series which occurs on 

Middle Chinese or Proto-Miao *voiceless initials (referred to in Chinese as yīn 阴 tones) as A1, B1, 

C1 and D1, and the series occurring on *voiced initials as A2, B2, C2 and D2 (referred to in Chinese 

as yáng 阳 tones). Parallel tonal development in Chinese and Miao is summarised in tabular form in 

appendix C. 

6.3.1 Contemporary loanwords 

A list of contemporary loanwords identified by the authors is given in Table 38. These loanwords 

are probably in use either due to close contact with Han Chinese or due to increased levels of 

Mandarin proficiency and use within the Miao communities themselves. Use of the loanwords listed 

in Table 38 is almost certainly not restricted to the dialects indicated. We collected most of our 

data from Miao speakers over the age of forty, whereas one would expect the use of contemporary 

Chinese loanwords to be more widespread among the younger generation due to the fact that their 

levels of spoken Mandarin tend to be higher. If we had elicited our data from younger speakers, 

many of these loanwords may have surfaced in other dialects too. 

Table 38. Probable contemporary loanwords from Chinese into Miao 

English Hmong word 

Contemporary 

Chinese loan 

word SWM 

(IPA) 

Source-word, with 

pronunciation in 

Southwest Mandarina 

Dialect/s in which loan 

word occurs 

‘lake’ bangl fux [fʉ²] 湖 [fu³¹] Sat 

‘pine’ tod songt [soŋ⁵] 松 [soŋ⁴⁴] Dleub B 

‘fir’ jab 
shab (shuf) 

[ʂa¹ (ʂʉ⁸)] 
杉(树) [sa⁴⁴ (su¹³)] 

Lens, Dlex Nchab, Dlob A, 

Dleub B (jieb = 白杉树) 

‘wolf’ hmangt 
dled yil [tɬei³ 

ji⁴] 

Hmong ‘dog’ + 野 

[ie⁵³] ‘wild’ 
Soud, Bes 
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‘flat cake’ njuad 

bad [pa³], bak 

[pa⁷], bed 

[pei³] 

粑粑 [pa⁴⁴ pa⁴⁴] 
Soud, Ndrous, Dleub A, 

Dlob Bb 

‘small spoon’ dlad 
pyaox genb 

[pʲʰau² kəŋ¹] 
调羹  [tʰiau³¹ kən⁴⁴] Dlob A, Dleub A 

‘cup’ kaob 
beb [pei¹], beb 

zid [pei¹ tsɿ³] 
杯, 杯子 [pei⁴⁴] 

Bes, Dlob A, Dleub A, 

Dleub B 

‘small stick’ jux 
bangk [paŋ⁷], 

bangf [paŋ⁸]c 
棒 [paŋ¹³] Lens, Besd 

‘leg 

wrappings’ 
ntrongb 

gud [kʉ³]/gob 

jox [ko¹ tɕo²] 
裹脚  [ko⁴⁴ tɕyo⁵³] Lens, Dlob A, Dleub B, Sat 

‘trough’ dlangb caox [tsʰau²] 槽 [tsʰau³¹] Bes 

‘doctor’ guk chuax 
yib shenb [ji¹ 

ʂəŋ¹] 
医生  [i⁴⁴ sən⁴⁴] Dlob A, Dleub A, Sate 

‘matter’ nof sif [sɿ⁸] 事 [sɿ¹³] Bes, Shuat 

‘to throw’ laif liaof [liau⁸] [liau³¹] (Yunnanese)f Soud 

‘to swim’ dlangt dlex 
pyaob dles 

[pʲʰau¹ tɬei⁶] 

漂 [pʰiau⁴⁴] ‘to float’+ 

Hmong ‘water’ 
Dlob A 

‘short (in 

length)’ 
lot duab [tua¹] 短 [tuan⁵³] Shib 

‘bad’ pef, cheudg huaif [ħuai⁸] 坏 [xuai¹³] Soud, Dleub A, Dleub B 

‘dirty’ kob, ghak zangb [tsaŋ¹] 脏 [tsaŋ⁴⁴] Bes, Ndrous 

‘some, a few’ jaod xib [ɕi¹] 些 [ɕi⁴⁴] Sat 

‘thousand’ cab, ceb 
qinb [tɕʰin¹], 

qenb [tɕʰeŋ¹] 
千 [tɕʰiɛn⁴⁴] Lens, Dlob A 

‘other’ luf bef [pei⁸] 别 [pie³¹] Soud, Ndrous 

‘if’ yaos dak 
yauf sik [jau⁸ 

sɿ⁷] 
要是 [iau¹³ sɿ¹³] Lens, Dleub A 

‘because’ 
uat nit/nad/ 

nyangd 

yinb wef [jin¹ 

wei⁸] 
因为 [jin⁴⁴ uei³¹] 

Nzhuab, Soud, Ndrous, 

Bes, Dleub Ah 
aAll Southwest Mandarin pronunciations given in this paper are based on the dialect of Sichuanese 

spoken in Chengdu as described in Hanyu Fangyin Zihui (Beijing University Linguistics Research 

Centre, Chinese Language and Literature Department, 1989), unless stated otherwise. Although a 

dictionary of at least one variety of Yunnanese (Yunnan Mandarin) has been published (Zhang and 

Mao 1997), the authors unfortunately did not have access to it. 
bAccording to Diana Cohen’s (personal communication, 9 October 2010) observations, bad is 

commonly used among many other dialects of Western Miao in Yunnan, including Shib, Nzhuab and 

Miao spoken in Baoshan. 
cNdrous also uses bangk in the word daos bangk ‘a thick stick’, whereas blaif [plai⁸]/bleuf [pləʉ⁸] and 

jux [tɕʉ²] both refer to a long stick about the same thickness as a pen. 
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dBangf or bangk is also used for ‘small stick’ by Shib and Nzhuab (Diana Cohen, personal 

communication, 9 October 2010). 
eThese dialects retain the Hmong word guk chuax or gyuk gyab to refer to a traditional herbal doctor. 
fAll Yunnanese pronunciations given in this paper are based on the pronunciation of a Yunnanese 

speaker from the countryside of Luquan county, Kunming municipality, Yunnan, elicited 11–12 May 

2010. 
gPef and cheud are themselves older Chinese loanwords, see below. 
hAll other dialects apart from Buak borrow the Chinese为 ‘on behalf of, in order to’ (Miao 

pronunciation wef [wei⁸]) and combined it with the Miao morpheme yaos ‘to be’ to form the word 

yaos wef ‘because’. Hmong Buak appears to use a genuine Miao word, uat nyangd. 

Most of these extremely recent borrowings fall into one of three broad categories. 

1. Items from the natural world, for example ‘lake’, ‘pine’ and ‘wolf’. In these cases, it’s 

possible that the original Miao word has fallen out of use due to the fact that this particular item 

doesn’t exist in the vicinity of the particular location to which certain branches of Miao have 

migrated. Therefore, these Miao speakers have then borrowed the term directly from Yunnan 

Mandarin (also known as “Yunnanese”). 

2. Items which may have been manufactured by the Miao people themselves in the past 

but which are now purchased from non-Miao traders, for example ‘cup’, ‘spoon’ and ‘cake’. It is 

possible that the original Miao word and the Chinese loanword were used simultaneously when the 

Miao still had their own ‘versions’ of these items, and that the Miao word fell out of use as the 

Miao started using only the Chinese-produced item. For a similar reason, the original Miao word 

and the loanword for ‘doctor’ are both used in some locations, the former to refer to a traditional 

Miao herbal doctor, and the latter to refer to a modern-style doctor (using Western medicine). The 

original Miao word has fallen out of use in other locations. 

3. Conjunctions and grammatical function words, for example ‘if’, ‘because’ and ‘other’. 

Such words are commonly borrowed by minority languages in cases when speakers compose 

sentences in their own languages using Chinese grammatical structures. Because Miao grammar 

functions differently from Chinese, there are often no direct equivalents of such words. 

For some words, such as ‘leg wrappings’49 or ‘short (in length)’, there seems to be no 

obvious reason as to why a contemporary Chinese loanword has replaced the original Miao word in 

certain locations. 

Not a single contemporary loanword was reported by the Buak in data point #12. It is not 

immediately obvious why this should be the case, because sociolinguistic data collected by the 

authors show that the Buak in this location (Gulinqing township 古林箐乡, Maguan county) have 

regular contact with both Han Chinese and other minority people (mainly Zhuang and Yao), 

communication with whom requires proficiency in Chinese. Furthermore, the people from whom 

we recorded the word lists were not significantly older than those we recorded at other data points, 

                                              
49 Leg-wrappings continue to be worn by Miao women in all of the locations that we visited. 
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nor were they significantly less educated. For some reason, though, the Miao language recorded in 

this location was remarkably “pure”.  

6.3.2 Modern loanwords 

Modern loanwords are words that we suspect have been borrowed into Miao within the last few 

hundred years. A list of suspected modern loanwords in our data is given in Table 39. They are 

generally readily identifiable because their pronunciations are very close to Old Mandarin or Early 

Mandarin as reconstructed by Wang and Cheng (1993) and Pulleyblank (1991) respectively. The 

fact that these words are used by both Miao within China and Miao in South-East Asia (most of 

whom emigrated within the last two hundred years or so) indicates that these words are not newer, 

contemporary loans. 

Many of these words are only used by certain dialects or groups of dialects, whilst other 

dialects retain an older, non-cognate Miao word. It should be noted that none of these modern 

loanwords  have a reconstructed Proto-Miao form in Wang (1994), probably because they do not 

exist in a wide-enough spread of Miao dialects to warrant inclusion in a reconstruction. 

Table 39. Probable modern loanwords from Chinese into Miao 

English 
Older Miao 

word 

Modern 

Chinese loan 

word SWM 

(IPA) 

Probable source 

word, Early 

Mandarin 

Dialects of Western Miao in 

which loan word occurs 

‘bridge’ 
ndraol, 

nblaola 
qaox [tɕʰau²] 橋 *kʰjɛwA2 all 

‘aunt 

(father’s 

sister)’ 

poux 
nyangx 

[njaŋ²] 
娘 *njaŋA2 b all except Dleub, Sat, Shuat 

‘to think’ nduf sangd [saŋ³] 想 *sjaŋB all except Shuat 

‘to dye’ fongt, drouk rangk [ʐaŋ⁷] 染 *rɛmB Dleub A, Dleub Bc 

‘to sing’ 
hot, haik, 

gyib 
tangf [tʰaŋ⁸] 談 *tamA2 Soud, Bes, Buak, Dlob B 

‘round’ ngongd 
kwenx 

[kweŋ²] 
圈 *kʰɥɛnA1 all except Sat, Shuat 

‘bad’ pefd cheud [tʂʰəʉ³] 醜 *tʂhiwB Soud, Ndrous, Bes 

‘right, 

correct’ 
- hof [ho⁸] 合 *xɔA2 e all 

‘Clf: group’ nbaox, pub bangb [paŋ¹] 班 *panA1 Lens, Dleub B, Dlex Nchabf 

‘to drag’ hait 
luas [lua⁶], las 

[la⁶] 
拉 - Dleub B, Sat, Shuat 

‘market’ kut 
gab [ka¹], 

gyab [ca¹] 
街 *kjajA1 

all except Soud, Shuat and Dleub 

A 
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‘sea’ - had [ha³] 海 *xajB all 

‘to push’ ceub teub [tʰəʉ¹] 推 *tʂhujA1 
most dialects, as alternative 

pronunciations 
aThese forms are used by Miao varieties in Guizhou. 
bIn Yunnanese, [niaŋ⁴⁴ niaŋ⁴⁴] means ‘aunt’ (either parent’s younger sister) and [niaŋ³¹] means 

‘mother’, possibly from the same root. 
cHeimbach (1980:434) shows that overseas White Miao also use rangk, thus it is unlikely to be a 

contemporary loan. 
dPef is itself an older Chinese loanword, cf. Table 41 in section 6.3.3. 
eThe Southwest Mandarin pronunciation of this word is [xo³¹], whose tone is closer to that of the 

Miao word hof. 
fAlso in overseas Mong Njua (Lyman 1974:259). 

The final four words in this list seem to be slightly older loans, because their 

pronunciations have undergone some sound changes in various dialects. ‘To drag’ is pronounced 

[luɑ¹] in White Miao in Wenshan, [luɑ⁶] in White Miao in Jinping county, [la⁶] in Sat and [ʔla⁶] in 

Shuat. Gab ‘market’ is pronounced [cai¹] in Hmong Sat, [kiɛ¹] in White Miao and [ca¹] in Dlob. Had 

‘sea’ is pronounced [ħiɛ³] in White Miao. Most of these sound changes have already been described 

in section 5.1. 

 ‘To push’ is an interesting case. In most dialects it has two forms, ceub [tsʰəʉ¹] and teub 

[tʰəʉ¹]. Both of them are probably loans from Chinese 推 [tʰuei¹], but it is unclear which is the 

earlier loan. Mong Njua spoken abroad uses the form teub (Lyman 1974:333), which indicates that 

it is not a contemporary loan, even though it is the closest to the modern Southwest Mandarin 

pronunciation for 推 [tʰuei⁴⁴]. However, the Early Mandarin pronunciation *tʂhujA is closer to ceub. 

Early Middle Chinese has two readings, *tʰwəjA and *tɕʰwiA, indicating that both Miao words could 

be older borrowings. One dialect, Dleub B, uses the contemporary Chinese loan tweb [tʰuei¹] in 

addition to the other two pronunciations teub [tʰəʉ¹] and ceub [tsʰəʉ¹], all with identical meanings. 

The first word in Table 39, qaox [tɕʰau²] ‘bridge’, is probably a relatively recent loan 

because its pronunciation is closer to Southwest Mandarin [tɕʰiau³¹] than it is to older forms of 

Mandarin. However, the fact that it is used by overseas Mong Njua (Lyman 1974:349), and that it 

is used by all Western Miao varieties in Honghe and Wenshan prefectures, indicates that it is not a 

contemporary loan. 

Hmong Shuat possesses only four of these modern loanwords, the least out of all Western 

Miao dialects in south-eastern Yunnan, indicating that it is a particularly “pure” dialect of Western 

Miao. 

6.3.3 Pre-modern and ancient loanwords 

The distinction between pre-modern loanwords and ancient loanwords is difficult to make, and in 

this paper we rely heavily on Mortensen (2000) for his delineation of these two periods of 

borrowings. We emphasise that it is virtually impossible to accurately pinpoint the time at which 
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pre-modern borrowings took place, especially as similar sound changes took place over similar 

time-periods in both Miao and Mandarin (for example, tonogenesis, loss of final stops and loss of 

short and long vowel distinction). Mortensen (2000:33) himself admits that “it is hard to draw a 

line between [the pre-modern] stratum and the ancient stratum without making certain arbitrary 

distinctions.” 

Possible pre-modern loanwords in our data are listed in Table 40 and ancient loanwords 

in Table 41. Most of these were identified either by either Mortensen (2000) or Chang (1999). 

Proto-Miao is from Wang (1994), Proto-Miao-Yao from Wang and Mao (1995), Early Middle 

Chinese from Pulleyblank (1991) and Old Chinese from Baxter (1992, labelled “B” in the table) or 

Karlgren (1957, labelled “K”). Some of the pre-modern loanwords have alternative non-cognate 

forms, possibly but not necessarily older, in certain dialects. The ancient loanwords occur in all 

dialects and do not appear to have any alternative forms. 

Table 40. Probable pre-modern loanwords from Chinese into Miao 

English 
Western 

Miao 
Proto-Miao 

Probable 

source 

word 

Early 

Middle 

Chinese 

Alternative words in some 

dialects 

‘dew’ hlus, lus *luC 露 *lɔC  

‘copper’ dongx *duŋA 銅 *dəɯŋA  

‘silver’ nyax *ȵinA 銀 *ŋinA  

‘charcoal’ tent *thenC 炭 *thanC  

‘hole’ khaod *qhɔnB 口 *khəwB  

‘ox’ nyox *ȵənA 牛 *ŋuA  

‘duck (n.)’ ok *ʔoD 鴨 *ʔɛːpD  

‘chicken’ ghaib *qeiA 鷄 *kɛjA  

‘liquor’ jeud *tɕeuB 酒 *tsiwB 
ghoub (Shib, Nzhuab, Soud, Shuat), 

nzongx (Sat) 

‘table’ drongx *ɖuŋA 桌 *ʈaɨwkD  

‘chopsticks’ dreus *ɖeuC 箸 *drɨăC  

‘guest’ khuat *qhɑC 客 *kʰɛːikD  

‘person’ nenb *nænA 人 *ɲinA hmongb (Sat, Shuat) 

‘to drink’ houk *həD 喝 *xatD  

‘to blow’ chuab *phtʂhɔuA 吹 *tʂhyiA  

‘to come’ lol *loB 來 *ləjA  

‘to insert’ traik *ʈheiD 插 *tʂhɛːpD  

‘to embrace’ buas *bɔuC 抱 *bawC  

‘to send’ sangt *soŋC 送 *səwŋC bob (Dleub, Shuat) 

‘to receive’ zaik *tseiD 接 *tsiapD daol (all dialects)a 

‘to search’ zhaod - 找 - 
ntrad (Lens, Shib, Nzhuab, Dlob, 

Dleub, Sat), dous (Shuat) 
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‘hundred’ buat *pɑC 百 *pɛːjkD  

‘deaf’ langs *loŋA 聾 *ləwŋA  

‘old (person)’ loul *louB 老 *lawB  

‘old (thing)’ ghob *qoC b 故 *kɔC koub (Buak, Dleub, Shuat) 

‘wide’ dlangd *qlweŋB 廣 *kwaŋB  

‘small’ yout *ʔʑəC 幼 *ʔjiwC nyuas, nyuaf (most dialects) 
aIn all dialects of Western Miao, daol is a general word meaning ‘to wait for and receive someone 

when they arrive’, whereas zaik is more limited in use, referring mainly to receiving the bride at a 

wedding (zaik nyangb) or receiving guests at a funeral (zaik khuat) (Zhang 2010). 
b*qoC is Proto-Miao-Yao (Wang and Mao 1995). Wang (1994) does not reconstruct Proto-Miao for 

this word. 

Table 41. Possible ancient loanwords from Chinese into Miao 

English 
Western 

Miao 
Proto-Miao 

Proto-

Miao-Yao 

Possible 

source 

word 

Early Middle 

Chinese 
Old Chinese 

‘iron’ hlout *lə̥C *ɭj̥okD 鐵 *thɛtD *hlet (B) 

‘vine’ hmangb *m̥ʂaŋA *m̥nɒ̥iA 蔓 *muanC *mjwăn (K) 

‘(ox) horn’ (nyox) gob *konA *kloːŋA 角 *kaɨwkD *krok (B) 

‘dragon’ rangx *vʐoŋA *kljuːŋA 龍 *luawŋA *ljuŋ (K) 

‘spirit’ dlangb *qɭeŋA *qɭeŋA 鬼 *kujB *kjwər (K) 

‘Yi people’ Mangb - - 蠻 *maɨnA *mlwan (K) 

‘value’ nghet *ɴqaC *ɴqaC 價 *kɛːC *kɔ (K) 

‘field (dry)’ deb *tæA *tauA 地 *diC *dhia (K) 

‘paddy-field’ lax *ɭinA *ɭjiːŋA 田 *dɛnA *dhien (K) 

‘road’ ged *kæB *clauB 街 *kɛːjA *kəɡ̆ (K) 

‘to pass’ dluat *qlwɑuC *qlvᴀːiC 過 *kwaC *kwɑ (K) 

‘to learn’ geuf - - 學 *ɣaɨwkD *ɡhŏk (K) 

‘to steam’ job *tɕonA *tswuəːŋA 蒸 *tɕiŋA *cjəŋ (K) 

‘yellow’ dlangx *ɢlweŋA *ɢlwjᴀŋA 黄 *ɣwaŋA *ɡhwɑŋ (K) 

‘bad (adj.)’ pef - *bɑiB 否 *biB *pjɨʔ (B) 

7. Conclusions 

We conclude by tentatively proposing a re-classification of Western Miao dialects spoken in south-

eastern Yunnan. Our proposed dialect groupings are based upon shared phonological features, 

similarities in phonetic tone realisations and common lexical items. We have not attempted to 

analyse the historical development of each of the dialects, nor have we taken into account 

intonation patterns, tone sandhi, morphophonology, grammar or discourse patterns. Our proposed 

groupings, then, are really just the starting point for a more exhaustive linguistic investigation. 
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At the lowest level, we propose grouping the dialects into four clusters, as previously 

indicated in sections 6.1 and 6.2. The clusters are: 

(1) Northern Hua Miao, comprising Bes, Soud, Ndrous, Buak and Dlob. These dialects are 

all very close to Standard Western Miao in terms of their phonetic features, and it could thus be 

said that they all share a “northern accent”. In particular, tone 1 is usually pronounced as a mid-

level (or slightly falling) tone and tone 3 as a high-level tone. Within this group, the Black Miao 

dialects Buak and Dlob form a mini-cluster. Black Miao dialects exhibit a ninth lexical tone, a 

unique development of tɬ- and k-/c-, and the characteristic pronunciations of SWM tɬ- and tɬʰ- as ʔl- 

and ʔl ̥respectively. 

(2) Southern Hua Miao, comprising Shib, Lens, Nzhuab and Dlex Nchab. Common to these 

dialects are the realisation of tone 1 as a high-level (or slightly falling) tone and tone 3 as a rising 

tone. Shib and Lens (along with Nzhuab spoken in Malipo county and abroad) both exhibit a loss of 

voiceless nasals and the merging of tones 4 and 6. We group Nzhuab spoken in Hekou and Maguan 

counties together with Southern Hua Miao by virtue of almost identical tone values as well as 

common lexical items such as buab ‘they’ and shuad deul ‘fire’. As mentioned in section 6.1, Dlex 

Nchab shares lexical items with both Northern Hua Miao (for example lox ‘to weigh’, drok ‘to laugh’, 

dob nenb ‘shaman’, xik ‘to lead’ and jaod ‘to search’) and Southern Hua Miao (for example buab ‘3PL 

they’, hot ‘to sing’ and pef ‘bad’). However, the fact that Dlex Nchab is identical to Nzhuab in terms 

of its tonal features indicates that it is essentially a conservative Southern Hua Miao dialect50 which 

has borrowed some lexical items from Black Miao due to close contact with this group. All of the 

Southern Hua Miao dialects could be said to share a common “southern accent”. 

(3) White Miao, comprising Dleub spoken across Honghe and Wenshan prefectures, as well 

as the “Forest Miao” of Jinping county. Distinctive features of White Miao are a merger of tones 4 

and 7, a partial –o > -au vowel merger, pronunciations of SWM tɬ- and tɬʰ- as preglottalised stops, 

realisation of SWM –a as –iɛ and the loss of nasalisation on SWM –aŋ finals. 

(4) Sinicised Miao, comprising Sat and Shuat. We agree with Li Yunbing (1995) that these 

Sinicised Miao dialects probably do not belong to the “first vernacular” of Chuan-Qian-Dian Miao 

at all, due to their radically different pronunciation features, including a series of palatalised 

obstruents, pʲ-, pʲʰ-, fʲ- etc., as well as a significant number of lexical items not shared by other Miao 

dialects in Honghe or Wenshan. Furthermore, comprehension testing conducted by the authors 

indicates that intelligibility between Sinicised Miao and the Farwestern Miao dialects is low. 

A visual summary of our proposed classification is given at the beginning of this paper in 

Figure 2. This is, of course, a provisional grouping based on the evidence that we have amassed 

thus far. We hope that further research will reveal more detail about the linguistic relationships 

between the Miao dialects of Honghe and, indeed, the rest of south-western China. 

 

                                              
50 Dialectology research has also shown that in tonal languages there is a strong correlation 

between shared tonal features and intelligibility (see Yang and Castro 2008:217). 
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Appendix A. Summary of tones in Honghe Miao dialects 

Shaded boxes indicate tone splits and mergers. 

Tone number Sat Shuat Ndrous Dlob, Buak Soud, Bes Dlex Nchab Nzhuab Dleub Lens, Shib 

2 Sharp falling (31 or 41) 

3 
Mid-high- 

level (44) 

High falling 

(53) 
High-level (55) Rising (35 or 45) 

5 Rising (24) Mid-high-level (44) 

1 High-level (55) 
High falling 

(52) 

Mid falling 

(32) Mid-levela 

(33) 

High-level (55)b 

7 Mid-level (33) Mid-level (33) 
Mid-level 

(33) 

Mid-level 

(33) 

4 Low falling breathy (2̤1̤) 

Mid-level 

breathy (3̤3̤) 
6 Mid-level breathy (3̤3̤) 

Low-level 

breathy (2̤2̤) Mid-level breathy (3̤3̤) 

Tone 9: 

Mid-level 

breathy (3̤3̤) 
8 Low falling (21) Low falling (21)c 

Low falling 

(21) 
aSometimes very slightly falling (32). This tone merger does not occur in Soud and Bes in Wenshan prefecture (Castro and Gu 2010:15). 
bSometimes very slightly falling (54). 
cRather like the third tone in Mandarin, the -f tone in all dialects of Western Miao is often pronounced as a falling-rising tone (212 or 213). It is also 

often accompanied by creaky voice. 
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Appendix B. Summary of regular pronunciation differences in Honghe Miao dialects 

Shaded boxes indicate identical sound changes that have occurred in more than one dialect. 

 Lens Shib Soud Bes Dlex Nchab Dlob Buak Ndrous Nzhuab Dleub Shuat Sat 

to
ne

 

4 > 6 1 > 7 a  6, 8 < 6, 8, 9   4 > 7  
Tone 5 = 35, 

Tone 3 = 44 

             

on
se

ts
 

          development of pʲ-, ᵐpʲ-, pʲʰ- 

          
development 

of fʲ-, vʲ- 

Shuat fʲ- = s-, 

Shuat vʲ- = z- 

          
-ʐ ̩after some 

palatals 
 

ʈ-, ʈʰ- > tʂ, tʂʰ   ʈ-, ʈʰ- > tʂ, tʂʰ    ʈ-, ʈʰ- > tʂ, tʂʰ ʈ-, ʈʰ- > tʲ, tʲʰ- 

     loss of ⁿtɬ-, ⁿtɬʰ-  

     some tɬ- > k-, c-     
most k- = c-, 

most kʰ- = cʰ- 

     tɬ-, tɬʰ- = ʔl-, ʔl-̥  tɬ-, tɬʰ- = ʔd-, ʔtʰ-   

m̥, n̥, ɲ̥ > m, n, ɲ           

             

rh
ym

es
 

         some -o> -au 

           -o < -o, -ɔ 

     -ou = -əʉ  -aŋ = -a -ua = -a 

     -əʉ = -iɛ -əʉ, -ai > -ɛ  -a = -iɛ -a = -aːi -a > -ai 

  -ai> -a        -ai = -ɐi  
aThis tone merger does not occur in Soud and Bes in Wenshan prefecture (Castro and Gu 2010:15). 

Most pronunciation differences are written according to the format “<SWM pronunciation> <operator> <target dialect 

pronunciation>”. The operator can either be “>”, which means “merges into”, “=”, which means “pronounced the same as” or “<”, which 

means “splits into”. Thus, “4 > 6” means “tone 4 in Standard Western Miao merges into tone 6 in this dialect”. Or, “tɬ-, tɬʰ- = ʔl-, ʔl-̥” means 

“tɬ- and tɬʰ- in SWM are pronounced ʔl- and ʔl-̥ respectively in this dialect.” Or, “-o < -o, -ɔ” means “-o in SWM is pronounced as either -o or  
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-ɔ in this dialect”. The rules for Dleub are based on data from both Honghe and Wenshan prefectures, because Dleub spoken in Gejiu is 

“atypical” (for example, it retains the nasalised final -ã and has lost the [i] on-glide in -iɛ), perhaps due to close contact with Southwest 

Mandarin. It should be noted that Bes and Soud in Wenshan prefecture do not exhibit the 1 > 7 tone merger. Furthermore, Nzhuab in Malipo 

county, Wenshan, in common with Green Hmong varieties abroad, is almost identical to Lens and Shib, in that it exhibits the 4 > 6 tone 

merger, loses voiceless nasal onsets and retains the standard pronunciation of tɬ- and tɬʰ-. 
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Appendix C. Summary of tone development in Chinese and Miao 

 

Early Middle Chinese is from Pulleyblank (1991) and Proto-Miao is from Wang (1994). Early Middle Chinese and Proto-Miao only had four 

tones, *A, *B, *C and *D. In Proto-Miao-Yao, as reconstructed by Wang and Mao (1995), the final stops are reconstructed on *D words, as they 

are for Early Middle Chinese, thus Proto-Miao-Yao for ‘comb’ is *tʃɑtD and ‘spicy’ is *mbdʐaːtD. We include Cantonese because it has 

undergone a voiced onset induced split in all tone categories (note that Cantonese also distinguishes between high and mid tones on checked 

syllables, for example 測 ‘to gauge’ [tsʰaːk̚⁵⁵] and 策 ‘scheme’ [tsʰaːk̚³³], which is the result of a split in the D1阴入 tone category). In 

Mandarin, tones on (checked) syllables which originally bore *D tone have been redistributed among the other tones. The historical 

development of modern Mandarin’s four tones are colourfully described by Jamin Pelkey (2005) in his poem, “Mandarin tone in historical 

epic quest perspective.” 

 

Proto-

Miao 

tone 

category 

Post 

tone-split 

tone 

category 

Modern 

Miao tone 

number 

Chinese example Miao example 

Gloss 
Early Middle 

Chinese 
Mandarin Cantonese Gloss Proto-Miao SWM 

Hmong 

Nzhuab 

(Hekou) 

*A 
A1 阴平 1 听 ‘to listen’ *tʰɛjŋA tʰiŋ⁵⁵ tʰɛːŋ⁵⁵ ‘skirt’ *tinA dab ta⁵⁴ 

A2 阳平 2 停 ‘to stop’ *dɛjŋA tʰiŋ³⁵ tʰeŋ²¹ ‘flat’ *dinA dax ta⁴² 

*B 
B1 阴上 3 稳 ‘stable’ *ʔwənB wən²¹³ wɐn³⁵ ‘borrow’ *qaB ghed qei³⁵ 

B2 阳上 4 允 ‘to permit’ *jwinB ɥyn²¹³ wɐn¹³ ‘short (stature)’ *ɢaB ghel qei̤²̤¹ 

*C 
C1 阴去 5 半 ‘half’ *panC pæn⁵¹ pʊn³³ ‘sleep’ *puC but pʉ⁴⁴ 

C2 阳去 6 叛 ‘to rebel’ *banC pʰæn⁵¹ pʊn¹¹ ‘shoulder’ *buC bus pʉ̤³³ 

*D 
D1 阴入 7 释 ‘to explain’ *ɕiajkD ʂʅ⁵¹ sek̚⁵⁵ ‘comb’ *ɳtʂaD nzhik ɳtʂʅ³³ 

D2 阳入 8 食 ‘to eat’ *ʑikD ʂʅ³⁵ sek̚¹¹ ‘spicy’ *mbdʐaD nzhif ɳtʂʅ²¹ 
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